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VOL.

XI.— NO.

HOLLAND,

15.

MICH.,

SATURDAY, MAY

\f EBNGS,

®bf fnUantl

D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Medicines, Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Per'nmftrift*. River street.

ITAN PUTTEN, Wm.,

weekltIcewspaper.

a

V

HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.
OFFICE: VAN LAN DEOEND’8 BLOCK.

WILLIAM H. ROGERS.
Editor and Publlther.

and Xta Poopli.

Vv

f

Qssiral Dsalsri.

.

$1.50 per year \f paid in advance; $1,75 tf

paid

at six

Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and Caps,
Fhur, Provisions.etc. ; River st.

bushel

(

<

Lancasler
bushel.
Corn, shelled 9 bushel .......... 70
Oats, 9 bushel ......................
Buckwheat, 9 bushel .............
Bran, A 100 Its ....................
Feed, V ton ......................
9100 B ....................

(

w

Botsli.

pITY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers ft Sons, Pro\J prietors.The only flrsr-classHotel In the

to the court of

535.

fork Graphic.

been American Minister
Stop and Oonildsr.*

Hollaed,and whoso resigna-

by the
Are you troubled with a weakness in
from The any part of the body? have you weak

tion has been recently accepted
President, arrived in this city

Hague yesterday.

lungs, or your heart's action enfeebled

Mr. Biroey speaks warmly in praise of
the people of Holland,

amoug the

red Red,
“ 9............
.............
...

V

T0B PRINTING ProwtlF and Nsally EiecMei

®

Srhln, Feed, Etc.

17\AN PUTTEN G„ General Dealers, in Dry Wheat, white tt

months.

&

1 00
2 50
18
4 50
13
13
10 00
1 00
1 00
2 50

NO.

so closely

—New

Ireland.
six years past has

.*

.

1 paid at three month*, and $2.00 if

Mr. James Biroey of Mlchigao,who for

Produce, Etc.

Apples. JB bushel ................. $ 75
117ALSH HEBBR, Druggistft Pharmacist; a Beans, V bushel .............2
full stock of goods appertaining to the bus- Butter, ^ lb .............. .....
iness.
Clover seed,
..............
Eggs, V dozen .....................
Pmltars.
Honey, V ft ......................
\f B YEK, H. ft CO.. Dealers in all kinds of Fur- Hav, f ton ...................... 8 00
V bushels ........ .......
ItI nlture. Curtains, Wall Paper, Toye, Coffins, Onions.
Potatoes, f bushel ................
75
Picture Frames, etc.: Hirer street.
Timothy Heed, V bushel ..........

Terms ef Sabsorlptfton:

WHOLE

on the heels of the
change, left the impression upon him that
greater troubles were now in store for

Dealer in Drugs, Medl-

clnei. Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Din Bibo’s Family Medicines ; Eighth 8t.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

1882.

Ex-XlniitarBlmry's Tribute to Eolla&d following

Jl

(Sity

20,

whom

he regards as

and irregular? Are you sufferiog from
health, caused

by a weakness of

ill-

the

happiest, freest and rtoat con- urinary or digestive organs? Remember,

1 2% tented In Europe, and of the Govermeul Brown’s Iron Bitters will cure you and
1 27 which, while being firm, is exceptionally fully Testora both mind and body to their
1

27
78
55

mild and liberal. America and the Ameri-

cans, he said, stood high both with the
1 00
1 10 Royal family and among the people, and

normal condition. It quickly streogtheos
the parts affected.

00
Stopped Hli Piper.
75 the Indications were that the friendly re
75
iationswould grow firmer and stronger as
Nowadays,
a subscriber gets so
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,)75 cents for
75
10-ly
trst insertion,and 25 cents for each subsequent tel. Holland,
Flour. 9 brl... .................
50 the trade relations,which already are Im- mad because su editor differs with him on
asertion for any period under three mouthe.
Pearl Bariey, 9 100 1> ...............ft 1 75
attributed much s trivsl question that be discontinuesbis
OIKENIX HOTEL. E. P. Montlethproprietor.
80 portant, Increased.
8 M. 6 M. I 1 T.
Located near the Chi. ft W. Mich. K. K. de- Corn Meal 9100 Bs ..............
1 75 of Holland’s good wiij to America to the
subscriptionsod “Aops bis paper”
pot,
has
good
facilities
for
the
traveling
public,
and
1 Square ................
850 5 001 8 (JO
Finn Corn Meal 9 1(0 Bs .........
2 00
.................. 5 00
8 00 | 10 00 Its table is unsurpassed. Free Hack for accommorecent abolition by Congress of discrimi- remind him of a good anecdote of the
................
8 00 10 00 I 17 eo dation of guests. On Ninth atr , Holland, Mich.
nating duties upou the countrieseast of late Horace Greeley, the well-known editor
\ Column ........... ...... 10 00 17 00 | 25 00
Wm. J. Scott, proprietor.
17 U0 25 00 1 40 00
the Cape of Good Hope, which
en- of the
York Tribune. Passing
................. 25 00 40 00 | 86 00 IO This hotel is locatedon the cor. of Ninth and
Fish sirs., convenient to both depots. Terms,
ables American merchantsto purchase Newspaper
in
York City one
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three $1.00 per day. Good accommodations can always
call the attention of ladles to the
potfee
and
sugar
from
Java
Amsterdam
morning,
he
met
one
of
his
readers
be reliedon. Holland,
i&-ly
changes.

“

cltv. Is locatedIn the business center of the town,
and has one of the largestand best samnle rooms
in the State. Free bus in connection witn the Ho-

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

Mich.

Q

©
&

*•

“

^MitM

OCOTT HOTEL.

1 “

All advertising bills collectable quarterly

TtTTQ DA PffB may be found on file at Oeo.
riArrjap. Rowell A Co’s Newspaper AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruce St.), where
advertising conuacts may be mane for It in NEW
YORK.

It

DUTKAU, Wm. New

Holland.

Mix-,
Mall.
ed.

Mix- Nt’l
ed. Exp.

Mail.

TOWNS.

who

Meat Market, near corner

I/’UITB, J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and
IV vegetables ; Meal Market on 8th street.

ITAN DER HAaR,

Y

large expense, and second, it makes Am- when Mr. Greeley remarked: “Mr.
8d. It is recommended and used sterdam the grand depot of American
Thompson, 1 am very glad you did not
in practice by many physicians, one of
supplies of Java coffee and sugar, and en- carry out your threat this morning.”
whom at least is well known to the people sures the best quality of these productsof
“What do you mesn?” “Why, you said
pi New
47— ly.
Holland’s colonies for the American you were going to stop my psper.” “And
THAT HACKING COUGH can be to qulcklj market. The Holland Government regards so I did; I went to the office snd bad your
curod by Shiloh's Cure. We guaranteeit. Holt
females;

Eighth and Fish Street, All klnda of sausages constantly on hand.

to

M

without the expense of sending ships to exclaimed: “Mr. Greeley, after the article

but ouiy for a particular class, peculiar to

Ninth street, near Market.

£>

From Chicago

Chicago.

New

Hotel.

Taking Effect, Sunday Jan. 15, 1882.

to

down

Row

Catholicon.” We have in that far off island, as hortofore, and to
you publishedthis morning, I intend to
nOGNE U„ Llverr and Sale Stable. Office
bring the same to the United States with- •top your psper!” “Ob, no1 said Mr.
13 audbaruonMarket slreet. Everythingflrst- worth, and we recommend the afflicted to
out the payment here of teo per cent cus- Greeley, don’t do that” “Yes sir, my
class.
try it. This remedy differs from quack
tom dues heretofore exacted.
mind is made up, and I shall atop the
1TAVERKATE,O. J., Livery and Boarding nostrums in the following respects: 1st.
“ The abrogation of tills tax,” said Mr. paper.” But the angry subscriber was
11 stable. Fine rigs and good horses can always be relied on. On Kish street,near Scott's It is prepared by a regular physician; 2d.
Birney, “is of great importance in two not to be appessed and they separated.
33-tf
It is not' recommended for all diseases,
ways. First, it saves American importers Late in the afternoon, the two met again,
VTIBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable;

Chicago A Wilt Michigan Hallway.

Prom Holland

New

"chisi’s Uterine

Xsat Xarksti.

pit goad?.

now

our posession indisputable evidence of its

An X before the Subscriber's name will donote
the expiration of the Subscription.Two XX signifies that no paper will be continuedafter date.

imo

$oral

advertisement in this paper of “Dr. Mar-

LlTsrr aid Sals Stafclti.

Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub
Ushed whitout charge for subscribers.

we

We

Mich.

Business Cards in City Directory, not over thred
Nnes, $2.00 per annum,

when

He

I

2
8

82
1
1
1
6

Bedford.

the action of Congress as a friendly con-

by D. K. Meenga.

paper stopped.”

“You

are surely mis-

U., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,

and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
WILL YOU SUFFER with Dyapepalaand Liver cession in ackoowledgment of her abolition taken; I have just como from there, and
and twine; 8th street.
Complaint? Shiloh's Vitalixer la guaranteedto of certain duties in 1874, and will not the press was running and businessboomcure you. Sold by D. R. Meenga.
soon forget the courtesy and spirit of fair ing.” 4*8lr,” said Thompson, very pompKtsafSsteriis,Xllli. Shops, Xte.

BLEELPE88 NIGHTS, made miserable by thai dealing which prompted it."
ously, “1 meant I Intended to stop my
DAUELS, VAN PUTTEN 4 CO., Proprietors terriblecough. Shiloh’a Cure la the remedy foi
a.
m.
m. a. m. a. m.
p.m. a. m.
Mr. Birney said the people of Holland subscription to your paper.” “Oh!
you. Sold by D. R. Meenga.
of
Ptuggtr
Mills:
(Steam
Saw
and
Floor
tioao 920 11 50 ....Holland ..... 3 25 8 00 5 15
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
CATARRH CURED, health and awaet breatt idolized the name of the late James thunder 1” rejoinedGreeley, “I thought
10 40 10 10 12 06 Bast Saugatock 303 7 35 500
17 AN RAALTE, B. dealer ia Farm Implements secured by Shiloh’sCatarrh Remedy. Price, 5(
L.Moiley,on account of bis eminent literary yfiu were going to stop the running of
and Machinery,cor. River snd Ninth btreel. cents. Nasal InjectorfTee. Hold by D. R. Mecugs
10 5& 10 40 12 A) ....Richmond... 2 55 7 20 4 45
services in behalf of the country, as was my psper snd knock me out of business.
1I7ILM8, P. U. Manufscturerof Wooden, and „ FOR LAMB BACK. Bids or- Cheat nae Shlloh’i
12 00 12 15 1 55 ..Gd. Junction.. 2 15 5 45 a 55
exemplified in his “History of the Dutch My friend, let me tell you something.
v
Iron and Wood combination Pomps. Cor- Porous Plaster. Price 25 cents. Sold by D. R
101b and River atreets.
Meenga.
Republic."
One mao Is just a drop of water In the
1»
12 50 1 10 ..... Bangor. ... 200 5 15 3 85
“ Mr. Motley’s book,” be said, “ is the ocean. You didn't set the machinery of
Votm ?ntliei.
SHILOH’S
COUGH
and Consumption Cure in
1 50 3 10 2 30 .BentonHarbor.12 50 3 15 2 10
by ns on a guarantee. It cures conaumption. standard authority historically throughQTEGENQA, A. P., Justice of the Peace and sold
this world io motion, aod you can't stop
Sold by D. R. Meecgs .
205
Notary Public. Conveyancing done at ihort
0 1 45 ...8t. Joseph. .. 12 40 1 05 2 00
out the Kingdom. The late Queen Sophia
U;
and when you are underneath the
notice. Office at his residenceNew Holland,
SHILOH’S VITALIZES Is what you need for was Mr. Motley's firm friend and admirer,
9-ly
880 8 00 380 ..New Buffalo.. 11 40 1 00 11 55 Michigan.
ground,
things upon the surface will wag
Consumption, Loss of Appetite, Dizzinessand
....
yraptons of Dyspepsia.
Price 10 and 75 centa and the portrait of the distinguished on Just the same at mt."— Yonkers
7 30
fhyiUlui.
5 50 ....Chicago..... 900
9 10
per bottle. Sold by D. R. Meengs.
a. in. p. m. p. m.
American historian occupies to-day a post
a. m. a. m. p m.
1) EST, R. B.. Physician and Surgeon, can be
CROUP, WHOOPING COUGH and Bronchitis of honor in the royal palace.”
^OnSaturdaynight the Night express north runs £> found In bit office, on River street,next door Immediately
relieved by Shiloh’s Care. Sold by
Rev. M. P. Remington, Ithaca, N, Y.,
arriving at to D. K. Meengs. drug store, on Tnesdays.Thurs
The American trade in petroleum with
I). R. Meengs.
days, and Saturdays, and the balance of the week
Holland2:2) Sunday morning. P
writes:
“From too close application to
he will treat the Eye and Ear at No. 132 Monroe
Holland, he said, was growing more im
st., brand Rapids,
6-ly
Uncle Sum's Nerve and Bone Liniment portant yearly, and would, it was his im- my calling,my health underwent a severe
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
From Holland to
Prom Grd. Rapids 1/ RBMERS, )(., Physician and Surgeon. Keai- is for man and beast and ia a balm for pression, in time equal in value the im- strain. I felt a weakness in every part of
Grand Rapids.
to Holland
IV dence on Ninth street, near the cor. of Mar- every wound. Sold by all druggists.
my body. My digestion especially failed
portationsof Java coffee and sugar into
a m. a.m. (pm.
a. m. ' m. p.m. ket street. Office one door west of Van Raalle's
boot
and shoe store. Office hours from 8 a. m. to
40-tf.
590 •8 15 3 25 ....Holland..... 11 45 •9 io tioio
me and my nerves became all unstrung.
this country.

A

p.

Y

Y

•

»

O

alls-1"

Qautte.

_

Mich.

m., and from 6 p. m. to 8 p.

12

885 ....Zeeland.....

6 83 9 40

920 852

5 57

015 10

405

00

..

840

11 35

9 55

Hudson vllle... 11 15 7 40 9 25

.... Grand

ville... :i

905

90 7 10

6 85 10 30 4 20 ..Grand Rapids.. 10 45 6 35 8 45
a. m. a. m. p m.
a. m. a. m. p.m.

^0

Snndajr rmrrnlng the Night ^Express leaves

to
Muskegon.

to

....

O

0
street.

Bronchial Complaints. Thousands who scheme of amalgamatingHolland with
have tried it now live to testify of ilg the German empire. The attempt, if ever

11 ANTING, A. G., Physician and Snrgeon ;
-vl office at UraafrchapVillage,Allegancounty,
Mich. Office hours from 12 to 2 p.
28-ly.
merits— give

it

a.

in.

bitter

10

45

IGG1N8,

B. P. the leading Photographer.Gallery opposite thla office.

Witolu til

306 10 09

Jivilry

.

i> REYMAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
13 dealer in Fancy Goods ; Corner of Market

12 90 ....Bashklll ....

•

.....

•

12 95 ...JohniTtllo....t ... 9 45

to

Allegan.

Prom Holland
a.

a.

p.

From Allegan to

m.

a.

m. p.

8 25 ........ Holland ....... 11 45

•10 45

11 15

149

........

11 85

400

........ Hamilton ........

1

4 15

00

Holland.

Fillmore .......

•545

20

no

11 07

456

11

10 55

12 45
440 ...... ..Allegan
f.«n. p.m.

tn.

r. A A. X.
A RaouLABComraonicatlon
ofUMirv Lomi,
No. 191.F. 4 A.M., will be held at MasontcHall
4 15 Holland,Mich., os Wednesday evening, May
81,at7rclock,sharp.

16 30 33a
a.m. p.m. D. L. Botd, Ssc'v

H. C.

Matrau, W.M.

.

* Mixed trains.

Mr. R. Van Kampeo hu got tU the
t Runs dally, all other trains dally except Sunday. All trains ran by Chicago time.
ncceiatry tools to move, raise or lower
buildings At short notice.

iusittfss Diwrtort).

He

Is also pre-

pared to build new dwellings, or repair

work.

old ones, or do any kind of carpenter
Attomyi.

FOWARD.M.

D., Claim Agent, Attorneyand
ttlvsr street.

L Notary Pabllc;

joiner's

and

18-ly.

Fishing rods, reels, lines, books of
every discrlptlon sod sporting goods of a

WOBBIDK, M CARROLL. Attorneys at

Law, piscatory nature, at
Leppig's Block, Grand Rapids, Michigan.
»DIRK R.
Business In Kent, Ottawa aod Allegan Counties
will be promptly attended
»-ly

JVI

to'.

T) ARKS, W. H. Attorney and Councelorat Law,
corner of River and Eighth streets.

I

Osaalulm

OEACHW. H.

D

Mmkut.

Commission Merchant, and

dealer In Grain, Ploarand Produce. Highest market price paid for wheat. Offlc# in Brick
•tore cor. Eighth A Kish streets,Holland, Mlch.1 7

MEENGS.

XmporU&t to Tmolon-

where

in this

issue.

52— ly.

Grateful to Invalids.

Bnfl

ttl XsMtMsc.

Floreston Cologne Is gratefnl to invalids,
Medl because it Is refreshing without the BickeriJ elnea, Faints and Oils. Brushes.Ac. Phyafcian's priscrlptlonssrefully
put up: Eighth st ing ettect of most perfumes..

iVntdBURU.J.O.,Dealerin Dgnusand

_

ppincotl’s Magazine lor

June

opens

William H. Rideing gives snjsccount, en-

arising from teething or other causes.

livened with anecdotes, of “English

politics of

the country

is

singularly free

Lawyers snd Law-Conrts,”and Lucy H.
Hooper summarises the recently published recollectionsof a French comedian,

Samson, who waa a pupil of

Talma

and

Rachel. “Art aod Art-Lift
New York,” by an anonymous writer,

the teacher of
in

from corruption,the laws are juit and ia not a critical paper, but a lively sketch
giving all the information in regard to
great crimes are rare. • In Holland,if a
uominee for the National Parliament art-societies, studios, exhibitionssnd rea remedy of merit with quack medicines.
ceptions. “On the wheel" by “Kol
should canvass his district as in England
We speak from experience when we say
and the United States be would be looked Krou," treats of “travellingby bicycle,”
that Parker's Ginger Tonic is a sterling
upon with disgust, and would stand no and, betides indicating the best routes for
health restorative which will do all that
possible show of success, snd if • caodl- tours of this kind. The fiction In this
is claimed for it. We have used it ournumber merits particular notice. The
dste should expend a florin towsrd bis
selves with the happiest results for Rheuconclusionof “Stephen Guthrie', is exelection be would be regarded as little
matism aod when worn out by overwork.
tremely well managed, and has novelty as
better than a knave. By adhering to this
See adv.— 7foM#. __
well as charm. “An Absent-Minded
strict standard of honor tbs Dutch memThe most wonderful curativeremedies bers of Parliament stand exceptionally Hero,” by Celia P. Woolley, Is an unusually well- written story, true to life, snd
of the present day, are those that come high and are above suspicion snd re••
pleasant as U is interesting.“The
from Germany, or at least originate there. proach.”
Romance
of a Coffin," by Jane G. Austin,
The most recent preparation placed upon
The postal system of Holland, Mr,
embodies
In a spirited manner and with
the market in this oountry, is the Great Birney said, was equip if not superior to
German Invigorator,which has never been that of any other conniry on thecontinent. strong local coloring a family tradition of
known to (ail in curings single case of Letters were forwarded under this system Old Nantucket,and “A Strange Night’s
impotency,spermatorrhoea, weakness and to all parts of the realm for two cents, Lodging,” by Hart Ayranlt, deals with
all diseases resulting from self-abuse, as snd the new plan of sending parcels of incidents which, If not very probable, are
nervous debility, Inability, menial anxiety, merchandise through the mails at an ex- vividly told. There are several poems,

you by languor, lassitude, depressionof spirits
the BurlingtonRoute. It will pay you to and functional derangements of Ura nerread their advertisementto be found else vous system. For sale by druggists,or
Specisl Inducementsare offeied

Li

with an interesting snd wsll-illustrate^

the bowels, cures dysentery and diarrhoea

Fellows Hall, HollaDd,Mich., on Tuesday Evening All druggists sell it.
of each week
Vieiting brothers arecordiallylnviled.
• A Foolish JCiiUkt.
B. A. oCHOUTSH, N. O.
M. Habbinoton,R. 6.
Don’t make the mistake of confounding

..

young man.

Children have health and Mothers rest
“The people of Holland,” he added, article on “Toledo” by 8. P. Scott. Dr.
when Dr. Wlochell’s Teething Syrup is
“are Intensely patriotic;they love their Felix L. Oswald has an entertaining paper
used. It produces natural sleep, regulates
on “Traps,” which is also Illustrated.
king, (heir government and their country,

and I believe to-day that they are the
happiest, freest and most contented among
Sold by ail druggists at 25 eta. a bottle.
ail the peoples of Europe. Their civil
S 35 4 15 12 40 ..Grand Haren.. 240 9 10 8 40
Uncle Barn's Condition Powder pre service is carried out to perfection,and a
S 50 420 IS 50 ...Perrysburg... 2 30 9 0O 835
vents disease, purifiesthe blood, Improves change of rulers and of ministry has no
720 4 50 1 20 ... Muskegon... 206 8 15 8 00
I. 0. Of 0- F.
the appetite, give A smdoth glossy coat, effect upon the public servant who haa
•m. p.m. ). m.
).m. a. m. p.m.
HollandCItyLodge, No. 192, IndependentOrder
and keeps the animal In good condition. faithfully performed his duties. The
of Odd Fellows, bolda Its regular meetings at Odd
ALLEGAN BRANCH.
•

and EUthth Street.

a

Llppl&cott’i Xagaiiiis.

end by the people of Holland,who

were opposed to being denationalized.

1

11

was

an immediatetrial, you will made, be said, would be resisted to the

be surprised at the resuit.

nnwiybr.
1

12 15 ...West Olive...

40 ly.

Hollancf
Hollan

m.
a. m.
t5 30 "a* 11 45 ....Holland...

a.

eoo

There has been some talk at The Hague Recreation did not do me proper benefit.
Any person with a Cough, Cold, or any
Physician and Surgeon;
Finally,on the recomradeoaitun of a
office at the drug store of Schouten ft bche
Bronchial Complaint or even in the first concerning the aggressivepolicy of the
pt-rs; is prepared at ail limes, day or night, to
brother
minister,I tried Brown’s Iron
stage of Consumption will be relieved and German government, but no (ears were
attend to “calls.”
Bitters.It has made me feel better snd
cured by Eilert's Extract of Tar snd Wild entertainedthere that Prince Bismarck
OCHOUTEN, F. J., Physicianand Acconcher.
stronger than I ever before felt since I
Office at Dr. Schouteu’sdrag store. Eighth Cherry. It is especially prepared for would dure to attempt to carry out his

QCHIPHOKST,L.

Prom Muskegon

Holland

50-1 y

m.

MUSKEGON BRANCH.

From

m.

tremely low tariff gave great satisfaction.

by Philip Bourke Marston and others, snd

the usual complement and variety of
Both, he said, not only paid expenses, but
papers in the editorial department.A
netted a handsome revenue for the GovernMV aerial, entitled “Fairy Gold” will
sent free by mall on receipt of the price, ment.
91.00 per box, or six boxes for |0 00. AdMr. Birney while in London attended commence ii^ the July number and run
dress F. J. Cheney, Toledo, O., Sole the sitting of Parliamenton April 26, and through the rest of the year.
Agent for the United Statra. Send for waa greatly impressed with the spirit of
For Colds, Coughs. Bronchitisand, aft
circular.Schouteo A Schepers, Sole conciliationthat there prevailed In relation
affectionsof the Langs, take Ayer’s Cherry
Agents for Holland.' 9-ce-3m
to the Irish troubles. The Dublin tragedy, Pectoral
•

.

___

L_

__________________________

_

/

passed to establish an assay office aft
Dead wood, Dakota. The House, by a voe of

was of but

a few minutes’ duration. Over fifty
letter from Mrs. Lucretia R. Garfield : “ I have
buildings were destroyed. The familiesoocu py iug
y all maimed or killed,
bogs, horses and cattle
and $6,000 in currency and the family 6f Gen. Garfield,not only

te the winds and lost. Ope
• were renderedhomjdtts and
..l .John Brizzalaro,of Baltiwithout
reoefitly murdered hia wife and
made a fatal leap from the
of ceil* in the jail to tha concrete
topper
pavement, a distance of ninety-five feet.

__

frieafls,but

172 to 7, passed the bill creating an Executive GLADSTONE introd
Departmentof Agriculture. The
report on the Indian Appropriation bill waa WUm tee House
agreed ta By a vote of 184 to ULlhe District He explained thaf the hill

I

‘

rr.Wmksti Lake, an'

‘

!

the Arrears

conference ^

by the nkttonallegislature,ask that you make acknowledgment
this in Whatever way and
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landlord or the tenant may apply to the
the Confiscation act, when the Government offi- commission. The bill only deals with two
Washington;
years’ arrears, and requires the tenant to
EAST.
cers representedthat it was free from Incumpay one year’s arrears from November, 1880, to
Charles H. Reed dosed his argubrance.
When
the
bill for intermedute AppelThe Internal Revenue Collector at ment in the Guiteau case on the 10th Inst, by being made.
November, 1881. When that is paid the whole
late Courts came up, Mr. Morgan said it had
remaining arrears will be canceled. The GovErie, Pa., unoArthed An illicitstill At Union City,
rOBEIGN.
been hinted that the presidentwould appoint a
objecting to the evidence of Dr. Fordyoe B^ker
ernment will /contribute/ the remainingrent
on the farm of Ezra and Richard-fitenrod*
A St. •pETERSBtBa'dijpdteh -e&ys the number of.Qetuoorata to the new Judgeships, fr6m toft rfeildneof- the Iristxdhureh ^surplus
The liquor had been sent into the oil regions. and Mrs. Dunmors. He appealed to the court
and he spurned the overture. Messrs. Dawes
Senate as a Court of Appeal has decided the and Ingallsexpressed the opiniouthat such, fund, the estimated amount of which is
Mayor Grace presided over a meet- to save the judiciary from the disgrace of send£1,500,000. There is no reason to believe that
decree banishing the Jewish apothecariesille- negotiators deservedto be impeached. Mr. Davis
ing an tnmnft to the gallows. . .The prothe ftlaimn on the Govemmont’a contribution
ing of Irishmen In New York, held to denounce
proposed
ah
amendment,
which
was
adopted,
posal for a new Arctic expedition finds hltio gal ...The false prophet who appearedin
will exceed £2,000,000. The remaining £500,that
tee
juridiction
of
Circuit
Courts
shajl
rethe murder of Cavendish and Burke. One
favor in Waahiogton, chief among its opponents
Soudan has beep kiusd and hia followers dismain unchanged. The Indian Appropriation
hundred policemen were stationedabout the being SecretaryChandler- . ‘
persed.
ft
Bp "T (he
bill, as reduced by tee conference committee
doors, and O’Donoran Roasa, who occupied a
SecretabyTeller proposes to disThe Iriah Republican Brotherhood to $456,200, was passed. In the House, Mr.
0. D. W. YounOj Auditor of the Chicentral seat, -was closely watched by officers.
Mrs. Parnell was loudly gfeeted. Richard 0 - arm the Indians on all the reservations, and have issued a proclamationin Dublin justify- Sberwin reported a bill for the annual appro- cagti, St'Taul arid (hnabh railroad, and one of
Gorman was interrupted by a call for three then use the troops to take the weapons from ing the Cavendish-Burke murder on the ground priation of $10,000,000 fpr tee next five years, the newly-elected Direetcra of the Minneapolis
to aid in tee support of free schools, the
cheers foa the assasains. . ,At the sale of the
roving bands. He insists that the wards of the that “ the mouster Burke had preyed upon the
amount to be apportionedon the basis *nd St.. Louiq .railroad; Stewart Moore, chief
Oxford Park herd of Jersey cattle, In New nation shall be treated pretty nearly the same
lives and libertiesof his countrymen for many of illiteracy.. Mr. Rice made an adverse clerk' ih the freight office of ‘ tile Northern PaYork, Oows sold for $3,700 and $3,650 each.
as the whites, and be jpuuished in the cml
report on the bill to shorten to two yean tee cific railroad, both of St Paul, and C. C.
years,” and that Lord Cavendish waa one of a
courts for misdeeds.,.. Maj. G. J. Lydecker,
period required in homesteading.Mr. Steele Gosick,of Shakopee,Minn., went out for a sail
who has charge of improvemeiitsin the harbor family who, as landlords,had been guilty of reported favorably a bill for a retired list for
on White Bear lake, inMJnnesota., Tl^eirboat was
In
tenement block on Warren- of Chicago,has been appoihted by President wholesale evictions.Parnell is accused of in- non-commissioned officerswho have served for capsized, and all threb found a watery grave.. .
juring the cause of Irish freedom.
. .The situArthur
one
of the Commissioners of the District
thirty years. The Speaker presenteda coihmu- A party of twelve residents of Pullman, near
ton street, in Boston, Mrs. .Martha
atiou In Egypt is again of
threatenof Columbia,to succeedMaj. Twining,deceased.
Konig seised a knife and assaulted her ....Mn. ** Betty” Mason made a strong appeal ing character, and the active intervention nication from tee Secretaryof War, stating the Chicago,went out on Calumet lake in a small
expendituresof tee Signal Service Bureau for vacht, which scon upset in a squall, aud all on
four children. August, aged 10, was killed to the President on behalf of her husband. Ho of England and France, very likely backed the past seven years.
board were drditebd.'The Occident was witby
an
army,
will
be
at
once
neoessary.
The
by a cut across the throat ; the left arms of two promised to Uy the matter of the pardon before
The Intermediate Appellate Court bill was nessed by several persons on shore, and three
antagonism long existing between the
other boys were nearly severed, the girl escap- tee Cabinet.
boats went out to rescue tee drowning. Amoug
Khedive on tee one side and the Ministry and passed in the Senate,on the 12th inst, by a
ing from the room liter her throat bad been
those lost were Napoleon Bucklin, a sea Captain
According to the report for May by the Chamber of Notableson the other, has deslashed. The woman then cut her own limbs
vote of 32 to 18. It creates nine Intel mediate
from Maine, and his two sons. . .The steamveloped
into
an
open
rapture
of
relations
and
a
and wrists in a frightful manner. It seems that tee Statisticianof the Department of Agriship Onoko left Chicago with & cargo of 100,000
defiance of the Khedive’sauthority by the Min- courts, or one in each, existing circuit, and
her husband had left her, but contributed$10
culture, at Washington, the averace condition istry....At the funeral of the late Lord eighteen new Circuit Judges, who are to be apbushels of corn, the largest ever earned by a
per week to the support of the family, and she
of winter wheat for April was higher than for Cavendish,at Chatswortb,6,000 tenantsof the pointed by the President The first term will vessel od the lakes.
was rendered almoat insane by her situation.
many years past, and the average throughout Duke of Devonshire,father of the deceased, begin in November of this year. A bill was also
The Central Vermont road ia running
A cyclone struck a school-housenear tee country is 100.
were present in a body, and the attendance passed to authorize the St. Louis aud Ban Franan
express tram between Boston and Montreal,
Lakefield, Minn., lifted it up and scattered it
The people who believe in woman waa estimated at 30,000. Among the chief cisco Railroad Company to bridge the Arkansas
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miles, in ten hours. . .Mitchell Lehmier, of
mourners
were
the
Duke
of
Devonshire,
the
over the prairie.It was occupiedby the teachsuffrage will be cheered by the fact that Mr.
Marquis of Hartington,Lord Edward Caven- committees on the agriculturaland for- Rochester,N. Y., has become noted for the deer and eleven pupils, who were all more or less Lapham, of the Woman Suffrage Committeeof
dish, Mr, Gladstone and Lord Granville.... tification appropriationswere • adopted. struction of illustratedpolice papers, nude figbruised, three of them sustaining terrible injutee Uitfted States Senate, has been authorizedto The Emperor William of Germany is the great- The House passed a bill to provide for the re- ures, eta, wherever he found them. His latest
ries. The storm came in a funnel-shapedcloud,
report an amendment to the constitutionas grandfather, and Queen Victoriathe great- moval oi the remains of Minister Kilpatrick freak was to walk into an art gallery and slash
which bounded alone the prairieand passed follows: “Art. XYL— Section L The right of grandmother^ of a new Prince recently born to from Chili to the United States. The Geneva a $400 Venetian painting in which the breast of
into Heron lake, sucking up water to a height citizens of the United States to vote shall not
the son of the Crown Prinqe Frederick William. Award bill was passed by 182 to 66. Conference a female figure was exposed.He is now reflectof 100 feet . .The people of Northfleld, Mina,
reports on the Agriculturaland Fortification ing m jail, and may go to the insane asylum.
. ..Michied0avitt sends a-csliegramto mends
be denied or abridged by the United States or
are excited over an attempt to blow up buildany State on account of sex. Sec. 2, Congress id New York, stating that ho has private in- bills were agreed to. Mr. Crapo endeavored to
The northern section of Georgia exings by means of infernal machines.
shall have power, by appropriatelogislatiou, formation that he is to be sacrificed to sat- call up the act to extend the charters of national banks, but the Democrats refusedto vote.
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perienced
a heavy fall of snow on the 15th of
The reunion of the Society of the ArThe vote stood 3 to 2. The Senatorswho voted The Spanish Government is discussing the proThe House of Representatives, at its session on May ____ A Fort Smith (Ark.) dispatchsays that
my of the Tennessee at St Louis was called to for the measure are Lapbam, Blair and Jack- priety of conceding oral and public procedure
order by Gea • Sherman, after which a floral son. Those who voted against it are George
m law courts, a step preliminaryto the institu- the 13th inst., ordered the River and Harbor Ap- the total of the killed and wounded by the
Geei
and Fair. Senators Anthony and Ferry are tion of trial by jury.... It is understood Par- propriation bill printed and recommitted.Objec- recent cycloneat McAllister, Indian Territory,
tribute sent by Chicago was uncovered, Bishop
absent Had they been present the relative nell has applied for and received protection, tion was made to calling up the bill to su^pfend foots up 120. Of these fifteenlire already dead
Fallows deliveringan address, and ex-Gov.
proportionof the vote would not have been owing to rumors currentand to threatening the issue of silver certificatesand limif'the cbin- and others cannot recover. Many will be
Fletcherresponding. The Secretary reported
changed, as Anthony is against the amendment lettershe has received to the effect that be is age of silverdollars. Mr. Crapo called up the maimed for life.
$9,000 on handi Letters were read from Presand Ferry is for it. . .James Q. Smith, a con- a marked man. .. .A terrible coal-mine explo- act to extend the charters of the national banks,
SEVjEN thousand immigrantsarrived
ident Arthur. Gea Grant Gea McClellanand
testantfor the seat of RepresentativeCharles sion is reportedfrom Bochum, in Westphalia, on which three speeches were made, (when
Samuel J. TDdea The veteranswere then esat
New York in one day.;'... A Dallas
M. Shelly, Fourth Alabama district died at the Prussia, with great loss of life.
it went over. A joint resolution waa
corted to the Merchants’and Cotton Exchanges
(Texas) dispatch says that thirty car-loads
capiatl,of pneumonia, after an illnessof less
introduced
to
make
Lieut
Danenhower
A cable dispatch from London Bays
and to Shaw's Gardea
than forty-eight hours.
a LieutenantCommander for his services in the of wheat passed throogh there en route to New
that “disappointment is generallyexpressed
The Chicago Board of Trade, by a
Jeannetteexpedition. Mr. Davis, of Illinois, Orleans, to be transhipped to Liverpool This
POLIT1CAK.
at the failure of the police to discover anything
is the first shipment on a contract for 5,000
laid before the House a petition signed by more
majority of four out of 1,114 votes, defeated a
It is assertedby a Washington friend important concerningthe identity of the assas- than 3,000 citizens of Chicago and vicinity, ask- -toss,to -be- delivered at New -Orleans,.,. .Two
proposed rale to permit the delivery of winter
schoonerswere wrecked and fthtir crews lost on
ing for legislationto prevent the adulteration of
sins, and the feeling is growing that they have
wheat on spring-wheatcontracts.- *
that Gen. Chalmers,late tee Representative
of
‘ have been made, but batter and cheese with foreign fats. Thejieti- the coast qf J|mriFptmdhti*j,>
escaped. Many arrests
Mbs. Sooville, in an interview with the “Shoestnug’’ districtof Mississippi, will no clew has been found. Parnell, O Kelly and
tion was referred to the Committeebf Ways
A large number of fraudulentUnited
a reporter, announced her intention of lecturing head the Independent movement in that State,
Davitt have gone to Paris to see Egan, Treas- and Means. The Senate was not in session.
States
certificatesof deposit purportingto have
and that he haa promise of backingby tee Ad- urer of tee league. This gives color to the
till she bad secured 100,000 signatures to a peFavorablereports were made in tee Senate,
been issued by the Assistant Treasurer at Santa
ministration.
statement that •
break is in protition for the commutationof Guiieau’s senon the 15th inst, upon bills for public build- Fe, New Mexico, have been discovered.
Gen. James A. Reaves was nominated gress between the Parnellaod Rossa factions
tence from banging to imprisonment She
of the Irish sympathizers. Fears are enter- ings at Louisville, Hannibal, Detroit Council
After an angry debate, the Young .
alleges that Moody and Haukey's revival made
by acclamationfor Governor of Pennsylvania tained among the league members lest Parnell’s
Bluffs and Jackson, Tenn., and an act was pre- Men’s Democratic Club, of New York, tabled a
her brother insane. ____ Next year's reunion of by tee State RepublicanConvention at Harris- and Davitt’s conciliatory course should alienate
sented for a postoffioeat LaCrosse.A bill was
resolution, favoring the nomination of 8. J.
the Society of the Army of the Tennessee
burg. William Henry Rawle, of Phila- the sympathy and cash of the Irish in America. introducedto aid in the establishmentof
TUden for Governor.
will be held at Cleveland, Ohio, Oct 3 and 4,
They
have
gone
to
Paris
to look over tee situadelphia,
was
nominated
for
Judge
of
school of forestry at St Paul Bills were
which is the ahhiversaryof the battion with Egan. The rumor that Parnell sought
The Porte telegraphed the Egyptian
tle of Corinth.' Bishop Fallows, of tee Supreme Court The convention favored the protection of the police is wholly unfound- passed to refund the taxes on incomes collected
withoutauthority from citizensof Tennessee Ministry that the convocation of tee Chamber
dvil-service reform, fair treatment of
Chicago, will
orator......
the Indians, and the inviolability of their ed.”.... Mr. Barret, a fanner in Beilmullett, and to bring home from Chili the reThe Illinois Board of Agriculture reports an
of Notables without the sanction of the Khedive
lands. They heartily indorsed the administra- County Mayo, was mortally shot by some un- ms ins of Minister Kilpatrick.Mr. Morrill
improvement iu the condition of winter 4 heat
known person. He had his land under a Laud offered a substitute for the House bill on is contraryto the provisions of the constitutions of President Arthur and Gov. Hoyt and
in all sections of the State. No damage has
bonded spirits, and Mr. Beck addressed the tion. The commandant of the citadel at Cairo
deprecatedthe untimely death of Gen. Garfield. League warning.
resulted from chinch bugs. The yield promises
and several of the officers have declared for
....At a meeting of the Republican State
The New York Worlds London cor- Senate in favor of the original measure.. )&x. the Khedive. The French and British
to be 8 to 6 per cent better than the average.
Wwdom announcedhis intention to proceed
CentralCommittee of Indiana, Aug. 9 was fined
. .Northern Wisconsin was visited with quite
respondenttelegraphs as follows: “ The alliance with the investigationinto the purpose of the squadrons will join at Crete, and the
as the date of the State Couventiou....Exa snow-storm on the 10th of May.
Secretary Kirkwood declines to be a can- of the Liberals with the ParnelUtes, scarcely a distillersin raising $600,000.The President Turkish' Admiralty is getting ready
twelve ironclads
several transIn a dense pine forest, ten miles north- didate for Congress in Iowa.
sent to the Senate the following nominations :
fortnight old, has come to a sudden end. The
A. McKee, of Texas, Marshal forthe ports. In the 'British House of Lords
east of Sparta, Wis., wild pigeons have estabThe Republican State Committee of tragedyin Phoenix Park has shown the Gov- James
Northern district of Texas ; H. L Gosliri, of Granville announced that the policy of the
lished a roost* half a mile wide and ten miles Illinoisheld a session at Chicago, and decided ernment that, although Mr. Parnell and other
Government is the maintenance of the sovermen
regarded as ‘leaders’ may come to terms, Texas, Marshal for the Western district of
long, every tree containing twenty or more to hold the convention in Springfield June 28.
Texas ; J. G. Bigger, of Tdxas, Attorney eignty of the Sultan and libertyfor the Christhey can only speak for themselves,and the
nests.... The excursiontrain carrying several
tian population.... The Captain. ‘first officer
Texas ;
They determined as the basis of representation movement for complete separation will go on for the Northern district
hundred members of the Missouri Press AssoM. *. Williamson, of Tennessee,Marshal .for and fifty-five of the crew of a Turkish transport
one delegate for each 400 votes and fraction unchecked.Last Saturdav night Mr. Gladciation with their wives from St Louis to Galashore in the Bosphorus perished.
the Western districtof Tennessee ; William
stone and the people of England saw for the
above 200 cast for Garfield and Arthur.
veston, Texas, was' run into by a freightenMaury, of the District of Columbia, Assistant
first time that Mr. Parnell was not tee supreme
gine near Oswego, Kan. The editors
James R. Chalmers, who was recentAttorneyGeneral of the United States ; Robert
arbiter of events in Ireland, bnt that its
Prof. Mehan has advanced the theory
escaped with
severe shaking up. ... .
R. Hays, of Kansas, Receiverof Public Moneys
ly compelled to vacate hia seat in Congress for
ruler is tee mysterious organization even
Patsey Devine,who three years ago murdered
at Kirwin, Kas. ; William M. Redpatb, of In- that the absence of trees upon the Amer iAaron Goodfellow, in Bloomington, III, was John R. Lynch, Republican, has announced more powerful than the Land League. Mr. diana, Agent for the Indiansof the Yankton can prairies is due to annual fires, it
Paruell has been obliged to invoke the protechanged in the jail at Clinton, dying like a himselfas an independent candidatefor ConAgency, Dakota. Despitethe efforts of Senators
tion .of the police, or, at least, his friends have
being known that such fires were caused
gress from the Second district of Mississippi,
11 game ” man, and denying his guilt in a speech
Hoar and Dawes', Mr. Worthington waa confirmed
done
so
for
him,
against
this
enemy
teat
is
by tee Indians during a long period.
from the scaffold.He stated that his real now representedby Van H. Manning. He says
as Collector of the Port of Boston by 88 to 14.
entirely bevond the reach of ministerial blanddame was Thomas Coyne ; that he Waa born in
m his addressto the public
“ But believing
Mr. Barrows’ bill far the protection of Western Herbaceous plant* and annuals may inishments and cannot be nobbled like a ‘ patthat the Lamar Democrats, who controlled
Cincinnati, and had served a term of sixty days
farmers who purchase patented implements, crease their area yearly, while trees
riot’ Its next heavy blow will probably be
conin the bridewell at Chicago. After the tragedy the last Legislature
etc., against claimants passed the House. Mr.
were never able to get beyond the line
struck here in the heart of London, in order to
he was captured at Port Jervis, N. Y., and trol the organizationof the party in
Robinson offered i resolutionof ingairy
inspire fresh terror in the Cabinet The Preto which the annual fire* extended.
waa twice convictedand sentencedto deatn, the Mississippi,have departed from the true
whether official papers respecting tee imprisonmier long ago avowed the doctrine that violence
Supreme Court setting aside the flrst trial.
Democratic faite, ! and believing further that
ment of American citizensin Great Britain bad
would load to concession, and tee unA mdrried woman of the American
Small- pox is raging , among the In- they have attempted to throw me overboard as known leaders of the Irish National move- been received by the State Department, and
a Jonah to the Republican whale, I shall opwhat answer had been made. lir. Lynch in- colony ini Paris has eloped with an
dians on the Montana boundary and spreading pose them in the next election.^....Georgia ment are determined to take him at bis
troduced a bill to reimburse depositors in impecunions
> >
»
Cairo dispatch says that tee Freedman’s Bank.
politicians in Washingtonassert that in the word’’....
resolutionwas
on the Canadian sid&. and the Commissioner at
Sultan
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Bey
that
if
tee
event of the death or resignation of Senator
adopted directing the Secretaryof War to inWinnipeg haa sent out a large supply of vaccine
Ben Hill— now hopelesslyTU of cancer— Gov. army insistson deposing the Khedive the Bed- quire into the propriety of purchasing'the
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Colquitt will undoubtedly succeedhim in the ouins will enter Cairo. The Khedive evident- house iu which President Lincoln died. An
said to have formed a company to lay a track
attempt to pass a bill revising the militia laws
NEW YORK.
Senate, and that Alexander H. Stephens will ly has tee Bedouins at his back, and seems to
from St Joseph,Mo., to Table' Rock, Neb., to
be master of the position. It is rumored that was defeated by 61 to J 88. Mr. Lynch intro- Beeves ..................... ..... $1150 315 00
run for Governor.
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dozen empowered to visit such different portions and Pork— Mew .......................
him In his last hours. Mr. Washburn was one York diy and Brooklyn, 6.. ..The Faure lys-, of Agr.cnltur*)after.,, half
19 00 £19*
speeches,
Mr.
Townshend
offered
an
amendsections
of
the
country
as
It
may
deem
advis1 of four brothers, two of whom have beta Gov-, tern of electric light and force seems
!**“>•••••.......... Ukr™* .....
to be
successful application Of tee ment, which *as adopted, that the Secretary of able.
TOLEDO.
ernors of different -States,and four of whom
1,88,3/39
have representedtour different States in Con- new light for house illumination. On Agricultureshall he ta experiencedagricultur- Sec. (. that the commission shall make Con- Wheat— No. 2 Bed ...........
* grcM^Iarae! Washburn, Jh, from Maine ; Elihu her voyage from France tee steamship Labra- ist. Mr. Donnell offered, an amendment pro- gress & final report of the results of its investi'll
; , B., from Illinois ; Cadwallader C., from Wia- dor, which used six electriclights continuously. viding for. a divisionof forestry, which was gations and the testimonytaken iu the course •&"*.*.3"*.r.^b:*.:;- «
DETROIT.
Only used' one-fiftiethof the electricitystored adopted.’ A substitute for the original bill, of- of the same not latoatean the first Monday of
oonsin, and William D., from Minnesota.
Flour— Choice ............... ...... jo 3 9 00
fered by Mr. McKenna, was rejected. The December, 1882, and it, shall cause the testi- Wheat— No. 1 White ....... . ...... 1 87
the accumulators . .The New York Spirit of
Continuous rains in Arkansas caused in
previous question waa ordered, and an adjourn- mony taken to bfe'printedfrota time to time and
the. Times, speaking of the entries for tee July
CoRK-Mixed ...... .....
dirtrilutedto members of Congress by the Oats— Mixed..!...;.....
the most disastrousoverflow in White river. races at Ohlcigo* says it is ” the largest number 'ment was taken.
The whole river valley, from its source to its of entries ever made for any trotting muting
The bill lot intermediateAppellate Court! Public Printer,and shall also cause to be Barley (percental), ...............2 00 M 2 20
Pore-Mss*/;.....'A.H.'AA.-.v.
00 319 50
printed for the use of Cofigtess 2,000 copies of
mouth, wss Inundated, and houses, mills, in the world."
INDIANAPOLIS.
wss taken up in the Senate on the 10th inst. its final report, togetherwith tee testimony.
Envoy Trescott has gone into the Mr. Jonas, of Florida, opposed the section
WheaV— No. 2 Bed. ........ ........I 86 » 1 86
fences and crops were swept away. The damCork-No.2.....'.:. ----- 75 « M6
age is estimated ..at i nearly $1,000,000.The Interior of Peru in search of Admiral Montero.
limiting, the appellate jurisdiction of, Circuit
Ouachita and its tributaries also overflowed
It is said that Sitting Bull has become Oat*.;....;.,............,..;..... 66
* ' EAST LIBERTY, PA.
The dangers of the journey will be appreciated Court* Mr. Davu urged its retention as neotheir banks, inflicting gnat damage ...MonU
a thoroughbred loafer, being too lazy to
Cattle— Best .....
........5 50
W 3 6600
00
Mary. A joint resolution was passed approwhen it is known that for a considerabledis400 3 4 50
Fair.
t. Vil.tL
do any hard work except eating. It
tance he will ba home on men's shoulders jriabug $60,000 to supply tee deficiencyfor
8 50 3 400
Common ............
along narrow trails on lAc mountain sides....
fuel and lights in buildings under the cohtTol breaks the back of the noble red man to
Boos ...... ».. ......
.......
Senator
Sherman
has
received
the
following
of the Treasury Department. A bill was keep him in out of the weather.
Sheer...... ...... ........ . 1
hundred* iSTstenn mine nnbmlded. and
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Orleans, who purchased mortgagedland

County Court
will be obliged
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British possessions, was promised bv Gby.
Morris a reserve so large that the authorities
have resolved not to grant it The brave is at
the head of the strongest band in tee Northwest, and declares that he will preventa survey
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'jim-jams.

' The

a focus, however,

matter was brought to

by the man

placing

his hands at a point a short distance be-

ow

the small of his back, and breaking

like a quarter-horseto the

hall Here

he quickly divested himself of his unMrs. Garfield and children will pass
the

summer qt

Mentor, receiving only

intimate friends.

She has made

im-

provements in the old home.

Senator Ben Hill
tliat terrible

illustrates how

disease, cancer,

ited. He has already lost

a

is

inher-

brother, a

sister and two aunts from the disease.

an elm and a

hickory, forty four feet
THE TUBERCULAR PARASITE,
apart, without breaking a twig from
Small-pox has again broken out at either, while an oak in the center be- The Hemarkable Dleceverf of a Get*
Menominee.
mmm Fhjelclaa.
tween them, two and a half feet thick,
A new postoffioehas been established was broken off at the roots. In another
[From Um ChiMfo Tribes*]
at Topinabee, Cheboygan county.
That monster, consumption,which the poets
place the track of destruction was onU
have described as horsed on the east winds and
Flames swept away the Centra twelve feet wide.

mentionables, whdn out ran a mouse, House, at Big Bapids, Mecosta county
more frightened than hurt It seems
Mrs. Sarah Keen, a pioneer of Comthat, while unloading the oorn, the stock, Kalamazoo county, has passed
mouse had taken refuge in his pants, from earth.
Two cases of small-pox in East Sagibut his presence was not noticed until it
naw, and a number of persons have been
had been uncomfortablysqueezed by exposed.
the farmer m taking a seat at the table.”
The Courier says that there is a project on foot to erect a $30,000 opera
Thomas Konomacher, of Yardley- house in East Saginaw.
vide, Pa., left a will directingthat his
Two million feet of lumber were debody be drawn to the graveyard by the stroyed by fire at White Hall, Musketwo young stallions that had, by run- gon county. TiOss, $45,000 ; insurance.

A Detroit

druggist

shooting his fatal arrows broadcast,

named Granger

and his wife indulged in a Ijttle family
quarrel. The husband, becoming enraged, seized the wife and threw her out
of a second-storywindow. The latter
clung to him with such tenacitythat
Granger lost his balance and they fell
together. Both were badly bruised.

ft

would

now seem has at last been brought to bay by

sdenee. The great discoveiy of

the splenetic

fever-producingbacilli by the eminent French
physician, Pasteur, and his cure by inoculation,

which produces a mild disease instead of a
severe one, has

been followed by

a discovery

that promises to be more important in

its

re-

sults by Dr. Koch, of Berlin. Dr. Pasteur is
saving the lives of sheep and cattle by inoculation with the bacillusafter it has been modified
in its character by cultivationin the bodies of
bovines. Dr. Komi may yet save the lives of
human beings from the results of diseases
hitherto consideredincurableby a very similar
process.

Mary Miller, a 14-year-oldadopted
daughter of Robert Irving, living near
Tekonsha,- Calhoun county, met with
death from a singular cause. One day,
nearly a week previous, she was engaged
in a playful wrestle with a girl
$30,000.
companion, and she fell, her comrade
Prof. Tyndall, who has carefully studiedDr.
Herman Blanchard, one of the pi- falling upon her in such a manner as to
Koch’s experiments,and who, it will be rememoneers of Cooper, Kalamazoo county,
cause internalinjuries, resulting in indied at the age of 89.
flammation and death. Mbrtificationbad
________ _____ __ npreeeioi________
In South Saginaw, Hugh Summers commenced, necessitatingimmediate burdiscovery. In the oourre of his examinations
was knocked down and robbed of $12 and ial.
ho found in every case that the tubercles conhis watch by two footpads.
tained a parasite, the bacillus,and that it was
The gross number of farms in Michi- this minute organism that produced the tuCroswell Democrat: Over 3,000
gan in 1870 and 1880, classifiedaccord bercle, and, transferringby inoculationthe
bushels of seed have been distributed at
ing to acreage, was as follows :
tuberculous matter from diseased to healthy
the relief agency here this spring.
Under 3 3 to 10 10 to 20 25 to 50 animals, he never failed to produce the disease.

The highest price paid for a piece of
in the world is supposed to have
ning away, caused him injuries resultbeen the $168,000 which J. H. Glover
ing
in his death, and that a friend
has just paid for a lot thirty by sixteen,
should
follow the hoarse on horseback
with building thereon,at the southwest
carrying
a banner “ representing the
corner of Wall and Broad streets, New
four races in the faces of Henry W.
York.
Longfellow,of Boston, 5. G. Brown, of
Longfellow’s ear was so keen and Kichmond,Spotted Dog, of the Cheyhis memory of sounds so true that on enne tribe, and Loo Choo, of California.”
his visit to France in 1869 he observed He also ordered that, in lieu of any or-,
Carson City Hecord : Many pieces
how not only the French language, but dinary funeral service, a Government
of wheat are reported quite badly inthe manner of pronouncing it, had un- bond for $100 should be burned over his
jured by the freezing and thawing of the
dergone a marked change since his coffin. As the will has just been found, past winter.
land

1

UCHIGAH HEW&

^

acre*. acre*.

arrm.
134
65

1870
1880

50 to

100

«,T63 13,170

acre*, He developed several generations of the bacilli
7W without the interventiou of disease, and thee#
45,03t purified parasites in every case also generated
1,000

38,

2,737 4,514

100

Ow

57
408
---

to

500

500

to

1,000

aertt. acre*. acre*. acren.
27,887 12,175
5
55,777 45,391
84
V.
From the foregoingit will be seen there
has been a very large decrease in all
farms under 20 acres, and a very great
increase in farms over 20 acres, the
greatest increase having been in the
classes between 50 and 500 acres.

Theee experiments were to many times repeated with different animals and m different
forms that there can remain no doubt that Dr.
to carry out all of these provisions.
Koch has discovered what has never been
Senator Ben Hill is a much greater
known before— the origin of consumption and
of other diseases like pneumonia ana phthisis.
philosopher than statesman.Knowing
Some years ago, remarks the Indian- zor in a fit of despondency.
This is a great step gained. The cause discovThe Ninth Annual Convention of the
tliat he cannot recover from the terrible apolis Sentinel, a very foolish woman,
ered, it now remains for iscience to find the
Woman’s Christian Temperance Union
remedy that will destroy
parasites and
disease that is afflictinghim, he says : the wife of the Bonanza King, Mackey
------ ...
. these r.
will be held at Kalamazoo, May 23, 24
prevent their recurrenceby inoculation or some
“ I cannot complain. I have lived fifty- a name that smacks precious little of and 25, in the PresbyterianChurch.
Detroit Post and Tribune : Several other form of cure. Pasteur's remedy, in oases
of splenic fever, as we have already said, is ineight years, and I suppose no man ever blue blood— concluded that the AmeriAt Melvin, John Ross, aged 30, was of our State exchanges complain that the oculation with the bacillus after ft has been
lived fifty-eighthappier years. It may can continent was not big enough to hold hit on the temple and instantly killed by big red cards which the State of Michi- modifiedin characterby cultivation.Dr. Koch
be beet that they be all.”
her and her daughter, and therefore she a timber from a stump , puller which gan gives to saloon-keepers for their has attempted a similar moaifioationwith the
broke under the strain put upon it.
$300 license, and requires them to post tubercle parasite, but after repeated cultivaset sail for Europe, located in Paris,
tion the virulence remains. Prof. Tyndall and
The farm-house of Chas. Hubner, six conspicuously in their bar-rooms, are those C3mpetent to pronounce an opinion, howMr. Emerson is said to have left an built, hired or purchased a sort of palfearful
ugly
and
a
discredit
to
the
State
miles from Bay City, was totally deever, believe that the intensity of Yirolenoe will
estate valued at about 8200,000. Much ace, fitted it up with servants, got the
stroyed by fire, together with contents. of Michigan. These complainingjour- be greatly diminishedby future experiments in
of this was accumulatedand preserved
title of “Bonanza Queen,” hung out her It caught tire from a defective chimney. nals do not seem to catoh on to the idea
Meanwhileft is not a secret in the medical
ol these cards— they are designed to prothrough the thrift of his admirable wife. shingle as the richest woman in tlie gay*
The extensive grindstonemill, scytheworld, or at least among some of the more emimote the cause of temperance by making
nent physicians, that Dr. Pasteur himself haa
More than one visitor to Concord re- capital,gave big dinners, called around stone factory and saw-millof the Lake
the unwary drinker, as he raises his made experimentsof a highly interesting charHuron
Stone
Company,
at
Grindstone
members a vision of the gentle lady busy her all the aristocratic,titled snobs she
glass and catches a glimpse of the card, acter in the destruction of these parasites.It
City, were entirelv destroyedby tire.
among the clothes-lines of the philoso- could catch with that sort of bait, and
imagine that he has suddenly been is well known to all surgeon*that carbolic add
Loss, $10,000 to $15,000.
seized with a fit of jim-jams and had bet- is very effleadous in destroying bacteria in gunpher’s back yard on a Monday morn- was happy to see her name and glowing
At Manistee, fire destroyed a Metho- ter swear off before everything gets to shot wounds, sword-cuts or other injuries of
this kind, and that the proper use of its sgenoy
ing.
reports of her nauseating nonsense in dist Church, two saloons, a hotel, a shoe looking like that.
has been hindered by its imparity. Dr. Pasteur
Parisian cheap prints, which were from shop and three dwellings. Loss, $10,found it upon analysisto contain traces of
One of the anomalies of the present
The Northern Mail lias been re- poison and foreign substancesthat were barm*
000 ; no insurance.The fire is supposed
time to time reproducedin American
moved from Inaian Lake, Oscoda fnl enough to prevent its perfect operation,
abnormal position of our foreign trade
to have been incendiaryin its origin.
journals. While the Bonanza Queen
county, to Mio, the new county seat and succeeded in removing them ana producis the reshipmentfrom Hamburg of a
The Hon. Noah P. Loveridge, of Coldwas slinging money away by thousands, water, has accepted the appointment of The editor in announcingthe removal ing a perfectly pore add, with which he has
considerable quantity of American baexperimenting by hypodermic injections
says: “Upon changing its location, been
the
old
Bonanza
King
remained
in assistant to the Solicitor General of the
with remarkable successin oases of consumpcon, which had been lying some months
the Mail takes this occasion to thank
and its kindred diseases, as well as canoer.
America to see that the “balance of Interior Department at Washington, most sincerely the people in the imme- tion
Where the diseases were long-seatedand the
awaiting examination by French Govand will leave for there early next week.
trade" didn’t get on the wrong side of
diate vicinity of its former home for the patient too weak and too far gone to resistthe
ernment Inspectors, on suspicionthat it
The movement to raise a fund to se- many acts of neighborly kindness to- disease, be has prolonged life, and in the inhis ledger and compel him to stop shipdpiont stages be has cured in almost every
might be infected with trichiniasis.
cure a monument in memory of the late
ping gold to France. To make this Rev. John D. Pierce, at Marshall,is be- ward the paper and its publisher, and CMO.
The bacon has now been resold in New
hopes that, while the change will be for
Consumption is the ghastliestand most
whole disgusting businessas distasteful ing pushed, and has received the inYork at a clear advance of 1J cents per
the ultimate good of all concerned, the deadly foe that confrontsthe human race. It
and as repugnant as possible, the old dorsement of the State Superintendent mutual interchangeof neighborly court- ia almost universal. It Is no respecterof perpound compared with the price at which
sons or of nations. Dr. Koch himself says
esy will not be broken. It has been
“Bonanza Queen” has managed to make of Public Instruction.
it was originally shipped.
that “If the serionaness of a malady be measKalamazoo’s new Opera House, one hoped that Indian Lake — better known ured by the number of victims, then the most
it appear that her daughter is in deof the finest dramatic temples in the as Union Corners — would build up into dreaded pests which have hitherto ravaged the
Among all the English tributes to mand, and that all the broken-down West, was opened on the evening of the a considerablevillage, but natural causes world— plague aud cholera included— must
stand far behind the one (consumption) now
Emerson there is none finer than that heirs of the defunct dynasties of Europe 8th inst., with John McCullough in his are against it, and therefore it is not out under
consideration;” and that one-seventh of
are besieging her palace asking for the great play of “ Virginius.” The struct- of any ill-will that a number of branches
the deaths of the human race are due to tucontained in these words from Tyndall’s
hand of the daughter in marriage — the ure cost $66,000, and seats 1,300 of business, including the only general bercular disease, while fully one-third of those
recent address to the students of Lonpeople.
store, and two-thirdsof its population, who die in active middle age are carried off by
don University: “The works of two hist one of the suitors named being
thp same cause. Important as Dr. Koch's diaBad Axe Tribune : With one, if not are leaving it, as only while it was the cor
— is, the---.
•very
greater one remains—
namely: the
men, neither of them imbued with the Prince Philippede Bourbon, an obscure two, railroads now secured to Bad Axe, temporary county seat had they any
remedy. Having gained one vantage in the
reason
for
staying.”
dead-beat of Spanish stock. It seems and which will run trains through our
combat with the doBtroyer, It is to *16 hoped
spirit of modern science, have placed
science will press on until the victory is comthat the representativeof a semi-royal village within three months, it can be no

former visit in 1829.

two years after his death, it is too late

Mrs. Amy Moore, aged 70, widow of
Wm. A. Moore, well known throughout
loiya county, cut her throat with a ra-

—

1870
1880
..

......

f

.

.

,

me here to-day. These men are the
English Carlyle and the American Em- bull-fighting family, being flat broke,
erson. Tney told me what to do in a had it published that he was affianced to
way that caused me to do it, and all my the daughter of the Bonanza Queen,
consequentintellectual action is to be Mile. Mackey; whereupon the Mackey
mamma gets into a royal rage, and detiyced to this purely moral source.”
clares that Prince Philippe de Bourbon
A newspaper correspondent,who sat authorized the report and permitted it
by Lieut. De Long’s side at the hotel to be published to save himself from
table during the last few weeks of pre- arrest on account of debts. It is now
paration for the Jeannette expedition, reported that the Bonanza Queen will
said one day to that ill-fated officer that have a post erected near the front gate,

the little family he was about
was worth

more

glory he could

to

leave upon which notice will be given in

all

to his life than all the

European languages that the Princess

Would

Clotilda Margueretta Antoinetta Peggi-

hope

to

gain.

“

you, then, let the bachelorshave all the etta Bridgejettia Mackeyronia will

have

glory? ’’asked De Long, pleasantly; and no dowry until her Bonanza parents are

stretch of imaginationto predict a treble
population within the next fifteen

mouths.

dead. But

to the State

Lansing, by sixty-oneobserversof dis-

John Castingney’s little son, 2j years
old, was drowned at
A fSy I 68868 in differentp8rts ot tho 8tate- 8how
living in the same house were engaged i cau8es sickness during the week endin washing, left the cover off the cistern ing May 6, 1882, as follows :
o W
__ A
-- -- _____________
and
the little fellow, in playing about

Bay

ll

Air*

1

the yard, fell in and was dead

~ L.

when

-

_

A Uinuei' u/-u

dis

In Saginaw county, Samuel Shattuck,
father of Willard Shatuckt, member of
the last Legislature, died suddenly of
convulsionswhich were of a nature to
cause suspicion of poisoning by strychnine; and an expert examination will be
had. Mr. Shattuck was born in Canada
in 1813, and had lived in Saginaw county forty years.

/

tf

Cent, of Observ-

covered.

the average aristocratictitled

FRIGHTFUL TORNADO.

Board of Health,

*

Huron County News: It is with
great satisfaction we are able to state
sat by his side, added : “ I want him to dead-beat is not likely to heed the
that the fruit on the shores of Lake
go ; I am as enthusiasticfor him as he Queen’s notice, and Mile. Mackeyronia Huron and Saginaw bay was not ir jUred
is.”
will continue to receive offers until she by the freeze. It looks as though an
abundant crop of peaches, plums, apples,
at last capitulates, and then the King
The theory that the fate of DeLong
grapes, etc., this year in these parts
and Queen will have to shell out. When
would demonstrate that here is the real
and his party will discourage other exan American woman goes to Europe to “fruit belt” of Michigan.
plorers and cool the enthusiasm of those
act the fool, she is not deserving of symThere was a wholesale runaway on
inclined to adventure in the frozen seas,
pathy if her schemes do not pan out ac- .Water street, Bay City, there being nine
will not bear the test. The fate of
frightenedteams on- the go at the same
cording to expectations.
Franklin and the suffering of scores of
time. Buggies were broken and
his wife, who, with tfceir little daughter,

Health In Michigan*
Reporta

er*

Dutam in
Area

Order of Greatest
of I'revalence.

by

Whom

Kaeh Disease Was
Reported.

S'umber.\l>erCent.
1| Intermittentfever

............

62
Khemuatliira...............
46
3 Uronchltla. ...............
44
4 Neuralgia .................... 43
5 Consumptionof lungs. .
41
fi Remittent fever ..............
32
7 Pneumonia .............
30
8 Tonallitii ..............
29
9 Influenza................
23
10 Diarrhea ....................
22
11 Diphtheria. ..................
19
12 Eryslpclaa ...................
14
J3 Measles .................
13
14 Scarletfever ............
12
15 Typho-malarlal fever .........
12
16 Whooping-cough .............
11
17 Dysentery ...................
6
18 Cholera morbus ..............
5
19 InflaniniaUonof bowel* ......
6
20 Small-pox .................
5
21 Typhoid fever (enteric) ......
4
22 Puerperal fever ..............
4
23 Mump* ....................
3
24 Membranous croup ...........
3
25 Inflammation of liraln .......
• 3
2fi|Cerebro-«plnal
menlnaitls. .
27 Chicken-pox ................
3

85
75
72
70
67
62
49
48
38
36
31
23
21
20
20
18
8

5

3

.

8

II

Wounded.
A dispatchfrom Denison, Texas, says :

“

A

town of McAllister,
in the Indian Territory. From the meager information thus far received it seema to have
deetroyedthe entire place, killingand wounding
many people.” A later dispatchfrom Dallas,
Texas, gives additionalparticulars of
the cyclone: “News from the McAllister
cyclone says the deaths added to those killed
outright increase the fatalitiesto twenty-one
terrific

cyclone struck the

'

was entirely wiped out No 7 received only the
partial force of the storm. The mines were
only slightlydamaged, and will be worked
again next week. Belief subscriptionsare being taken up at various points. A nmss-meetr
ing to-night at Denison realizedseveral hun-

7

dred dollars.

7

“At Paris, Texas, neat damage was done to
property. Joseph Hill, a farmer, was killed by
hghtning.Your correspondentwas given the
foUowinff deecriptionto-nightby a survivor of

5
5

6
|

Town wept Away— Twenty-One
People are Killed and Over Forty

np to to-night. Forty-two more are wounded,
bat it is not thought fatally. Half the killed
and wounded are women and children. All
possible aid from pbysicisns,nurses, etc., is
being rendered the sufferers. Fito-nine
booses were totally demolished and twentymen partially. SettlementsNos. 5 and 7 of the

8

8

A

5

the McAllister storm : Two horribly blaok-looking clouds, one from the southeast and one
smashed, horses cut and wounded, and
. Warning to Farmers.
Besiae those tabulated above, the fol- from the southwest,came with a rush and met
one man received injuries which may reFarmers should be corefnl about set- sult in his death. His skull was fract- lowing-named di^asL's were reported at camp No. fi. An appalling eUmsttUJ carnival ensued there.
ting old straw stacks on fire. A New ured by being struck by some part of a each by one observer : Cholera infant“The two clouds appeared to rend and to
um,
chorea
and
gastritis.
more satisfactory results from Arctic ex- Jersey farmer burned a straw stack, and, runaway rig. Another man was thrown
tear each other like wild beasts. A continuous
For the week ending May 6, 1882, flash of blinding sheet hghtning mM* the
plorations of the last four or five years just as the flames were becoming torrid, through a window, but was not injured.
the reports indicate that intermittent scene brighter than day for over an hoar.
six tramps crawled out of the stack,
Shelby Independent: The State and remittent fever increased, and that Above the wild roar of the wind could occathan for any preceding period. Nordentheir hair singed, and smoke oozing out
Fish
Hatchery is now Iqcated at Paris.
skjold has opened up Siberian trade to of their collars, and places where the
diarrhea and influenza decreased in area ioqtlly be heard the shrieks of dying men,
women and children, and when the storm subMecosta countv. Supt. Portman visited of prevalence.
^ Northern Europe, and some discoveries clothing was torn. They upbraided the
sided no aid was at hand, and none nearer than
this county this week, and reported
At the State Capitol, the prevailing three miles away from the railroad station.All
of practical benefit have been made oft farmer for his carelessness, and threat- that the little streams where trout have
winds were northeast and southwest; was in a state of chaos, and no help oonld be
ened to sue him for damages. A straw
our own Alaskian coast.
heretoforebeen planted are rapidly fill- the average temperaturewas higher, got until next morning.
stack was burned near Racine and huing up with the speckled beauties*.J.
“The fall of rain was terrific,and ft was toaverage absolute humidity was greater,
man bones were found in the ashes.
Hannibal Journal: “R. W. Gay, a Somebody is short one tramp. The R. Butler and Wm. Sprigg went on the average relativehumidity and aver- ©ompanied by a great quantityof hall-stones
Thursday to Paris, to get a supply of age day ozone were the same, and the wwch fell as far north as Fort Gibson. A
farmer living at Stone’s Frairie, Adams best way to do, before burning a straw
washout occurredon the Missouri, Kansas and
salmon to plant in various streams in average night ozone was less, during Texas, near Armstrong,in the Territory. A
county, II 1,, came over to Hannibal with stack, is to take a pitch-fork and, run it the county.
the week ending May 6, than during locomotivewent down the embankment and the
into the stack all around, and if rio
a load of corn. After disposing of the
engineerwas lulled.Travel is generallysuitthe preceding week.
The
first
annual
convention
of
the
smothered profanity is heard, you can
pended on most of ths Texas roads, caused by
commodity he w6nt to the Central Ho- conclude the tramps have got into the Michigan Inter-CollegiateSocietv AsIncluding reports by regular ob- the fury of the storm.” I
tel for dinner. Soon after taking a seat barn or hog pen.— PccA’s Sun.
sociation was held at Albion, Caihoun servers and by others, diphtheria was
A citizen went into ft Norwich hardcounty. v Six societies were represented, reportedpresent during the week endat the table he was noticed to turn
In Norway, where fish are prepared each from different colleges. TKj ses- ing May 6, and since, at 26 places, ware atore the other dav, and inquired.
deathly pale, after which he bobbed up with much ingenuity in many ways,
“How mnoh do you aak for a bath-tub
sion was a very interestingone. The scarlet fever at 18 places, measles at 16
in the chair and yelled out ' Ouch ! ’ to- they make flour of the flesh of the fish following officers were elected for the places and small-poxat 6 places, as fol- for a child?” “Three dollars and sevengether with other most expressive ground into powder. It is used instead ensuing year : President, L. Cooney, lows : At Flint and Manistee (two oases tj-flveoenta,”wftftthe reply. “W-h-e-w!”
of rice and potatoes, and the biscuits
whistled the customer. “Guess we’ll
phrases. He then began to squirm in made from it are said to be extremely Kalamazoo; Vice President, M. O. at each place), May 6;- at Detroit (one have to keep on washing the baby in the
Reed, Albion; Secretary, C. H. Pierce, case reported convalescent), Mav 6, and
his seat, and his face underwent numer- nutritious.
coal Seattle till prices come down. ”
Hillsdale; Treasurer, E. B. Rood, a new case May 10 : at East Saginaw
ous contortions. The guests at the fes(two cases), and Saginaw City (one case),
The desirabilityof connectinglightn- Adrian.
The hides of all the oats in America
May 10. May 4 small-pox was unoffitive board grew alarmed, and, had they ing conductorswith gas and water mains
would be worth $10,000,000 to comSergeant Finley has been engaged
not known him to be a man of temper- has been recognized by the Saxon in investigating the recent tqrnado, for cially reported at Menominee ; authori- merce. And it’s a fearful shame to have
government which has issned instruc- the signal service.- He reports, among ties there have thus far failed to report ao mnch property lying idle.
ate habits, would have supposed,him to
tions as to the best methods of miking the curiositiesof the storm, that in one
attacked with a first-classcase of the connections.
Henry B. Baker, Secretary.
; Farmers compose one-third of the enplace the funnel of wind passed between
Lansing, May 12, 1882.
tire population of the United States.
1

|

8

DeLong, and the
fate of DeLong will not deter others.
As a matter of fact, there have been

others did not deter

i

\
I-;,

v

.

HOLLAND CITY HEWS.
WILLIAM

H.

ROGERS, Editor.

^aiukday, May 20. 1862,
A Show with Twinty-two Trained

Ele-

pbanti.

Adam

Forepaugli’aGreat Zoological

Order of Publication. r
OTATR OF

MICHIGAN: The CirrnltConrtfor
the county of Ottawa.
At a pension of said Court, held at the Court
House In the city of Grand Haven, in sa|d counts
of Ottswa. on Tuesday,the 18th day of April,1882.
Preseni: Dan J. Arnold, Circuit Judge.
In the mutter of the petition of Evert Van
Knmpun lo supply the loss of certificatennmbur
6640, for part-paid State land.
On readibg and filing the petitionof Evert Van
Kampen. showing that he is the owner of the
West half of the ttouth West quarterof Section
numbered sixteen, Town five North, Range fifteen

HARDWIRE! r

O

We have

purchased the

stock and “good will” of Mr.

J. R. Kleyn and occupy the

West, Ottawa County, Bute of Michigan, and
that said land is part-paid State land ; and also
old
Store.”
7, contains among its ark-full of rare that the certificateIssued by the Commissioner of
the State Land Office, being certificatenumber
animals twenty-twoperforming elephants. 6640, and Issued to Jan Keppel, for said land has
The stock is being daily relost without the fault or connivance,either
Of this feature, and the show, the Detroit been
directlyor Indirectlyof yourfpetltionerJan Kepoel.
fowl remarks: “The twenty-twoelephants or anyone interested In ‘said lands, and praying plenished so that it will fully
that this Court may direct the manner of proCures Scrofula, Erysipelas,
was another feature in the evening’sen- ceeding to supply the loss of said certificate, and
and Face Grubs,
meet
all demands of the family,
the
notices
which
shall
he
given
to the parties intertainment which everybody present will
terested In the application,and to the CommisBlotches, Boils, Tumors, Tetlong remember. It is impossibleto con- sioner of the State Land Office. Therefo-e it Is
ter,
Salt Rheum,
ordered that said petitioner appear before the farm and trade.
Scald Head, Sores, Mercurial
ceive the perfect docility and trainingof Circuit Court, at the city of Grand Haven, In
Diseases, Female Weakness
these Intelligent animals. They actually Ottawa county, on Friday, the 18th day of August.
will add to
stock
A. D. 1882. at oneo’ciodkin tho afternoon of said
and Irregularities, Dizziness,
seemed to understand the meaning of day, with his witnesses to give evidenceas to the
Loss
of Appetite, Juandice,
set forth In said petition, sod that the every thing
for kitchen,
every gesture of their masters, and matters
Affections oi the Liver, Inditestimoiy of said petitionerand of such witnesses
gestion, Biliousness, Dyspepmaneuvered with wonderlul precision and as may be producedby him, at said rime be taken
as to the facts In regard to the loss of- said certifi- farm and mechanical use and
sia and General Debility.
steadiness.Everything went off to the cate, and who is tho owner of said land and enA coune of Burdock Blood Bitten will utiefy the
titled to a new certificatetherefore. And that
most skepticalthat it i» the Create*! Blood Purifieron
satisfactionof all present The menagerie
endeavor “to be
the
notice of sucli hearingm given to Tennis Keppel
earth. Sold by medicine dealen every here.
Directions la clevca languages.PAlCX.fi.oo.
Is the best we have ever seen, comprising and Hendrik Meengs. both of the city of Holland,
In said county, by serving on stld Keppel and
FOSTER,WIBUTNICQ, Prop^, Bufi’o,N.V
a very complete and varied zoological Meengs a copy of this order, at least ten days times” in all things pertaining
before raid hearing. And that notice be given to
collection;and we would advise any of
Herbert Keppel and Gerrit Keppel, of Briggs to our line of trade.
N THE
our readers who have not been able to be Station. Butte county, California;to Frank Keppel,
Cornells Keppel, and Neeltje Mechelson. of
respectfully invite the
present last night, to be sure to attend Keokuk, Leo county, Iowa; to KllxebtthHarmsen, and John Harmsen, heirs of Bastlaantje
this afternoon or this evening,as this is
Harmscu deceased, of Pella, Marlon county, Iowa, public to continue their patCertainly one of the few opportunities they and to Delea steenenberg, William Steenenberg,
John Steenenberg.Huloert Steenenberg,Charwill perhaps have for a long time to come lie Steenenberg. Llxxle Steenenberg, Georgle ronage and vouch that if uni_____
.
— e Steenenberg,and Oracle
Steenenberg,
Josie
of enjoying something really instructive, _______
Steenenberg,heirs of CorneliaSteenenberg,deceased, of Keokuk, Lee county, Iowa, by causing torm low prices and fair treatamusing, and, we may add, amazing.”
a notice of this order to be published,within
forty days from tho date hereof,In the Holland ment, will do anything to gain,
[orriouL.l
City News, a newspaper printed,published, and
circulatingin said countyofOttawa, and that such
Common Cotmollconfidence,we will be entitled
publication be continued therein at least once in
each week, for six weeks In succession; and that
Holland, Mich., May 17, 1PS2.
notice of said hearing be served on tho Commis
on the corner of River & Ninth Sts.
The Common Council met In regular aeiwlon sioner of the State Land Office, by mailing to said to our share of the trade.
and was called to order by the Mayor.
commlsslon6r a copy of this order, enclosed In
Can now bo found, not alone a complete stock
Members present: Mayor Beach, Aldermen an envelope, securely sealed, and with ihefull legal
Respectfully,
of Or carles,— always of the Freshest and Purest,
. Ter Vrec, Harrington, Benkema, Williams. W Inter, postage prepaid thereon, and addreisedto the
but also all kinds of Farmers Produce, Provisions,
Commissionerof the State Land Office,Lansing.
Kramer. Kulte.andReidsema.
Etc., Etc.
Michigan,
at IVC
least ton days previousto the said
IV. 11 I^CMI | Bb
In the absence of the City Clerk, Alderman i*l
day of hearing.
Harringtonwas appointed clerk pro-tm..

June

Collection which appears at Holland,

“Van Landegend

Pimples

DR. J. B. Ml
UTICA.

Humors,

We

our

new

Discoverer of D

_

N.Y.,

It.

MAILCHUTB

UTERINE CATHOIICON,
A P0CIT1VI CORE FOR FEMALE OQMPlAffiTS.
This remedy will act in harmony with the Female system at all time*, and also immediatey
upon the abdominal and uterine muscles, and ro-

up to

and
ia esDeciftlly
and is
especiallyadapted
adapted to the Change of Lifa.
Send for pamphlet free.
freelyansweren. Addressas ahoye.

NEW

We

GROCERY
DRY GOODS

S

Marchisl’sUterine Catholicon. Take no othea

Dr.

For Sale

Notice for Publication.
Land

Omc*

TORE VTOTICE
1

at Rexd Crrr, Mich.
April 28, 1882. j
I

is hereby given that the following
1
named settler has filed notice of his intention to make final proof in support of his claim
and final entry thereof, and that said proof will
bo made before ihe Clerk of the Circuit Court of
Ottawa Cou ity, Michigan, at the county seat, on
of
vis:
Myron II. Howell, homestead entry No. 6961 for the

C.STEKETEE &BOS, the 16th day

L KANTERS

DAN

& SONS.

J. ARNOLD,
Circuit Judge.

Reading of the minntei1 dispensed with.
PETITIONSAND ACCOUNTS.
Arend Visschbr,
15 -7w
Attorney for Peti'ioner.
A petition from the Fire Department was read
asking that R E. Workman, as Chief and John
Hummel, as Assistant Chief Engineerof the Fire
Department,be appointedfor the fiscal year.— Appolntmentawere made la accordance wlih petition. for tho returning of a roll of pictures that was lost
has opened a
A petition waa presented from P. F. Pranstlehl May 11th, near Braden’s Switch, south of West
. and six others asking that street lamps be placed
Olive. More than the value will be given for them
on Pish street, corner Ninth. Tenth and Eleventh. at the City Hotel, Holland. A. C. WEST.
—Laid on Uble.
The following bills were presented for payment:
J. Dlnkeloo.repairing hose ......... ......
4 50
on River Street, nett to the drag store
Peninsula Gaslight Co.. 103X gal. of oil ..... 10 85
I Geo. H. Slpp, freight and droyage on oil, ... 2 25
of D. R. Meengs, where she is prepared
P. A E. Whiter, bolts for bridge ............H 40
to furnish the public with all the latest
J. H. Nibbelink. hearse and carriage ....... 4 00
•i- — Dealers In
style of
E. J. Harriugton , paid poor order ............ 8 57

Alio a very large and assorted stock of

Which wc Intend to keep as complete as
ble

file.

Dry Goods
For which we solicit a share of the trade.
We will serve ail customersto the beat of
our ability, and by prompt attentionand
fair treatment endfavor to merit our
share of the patronage of the people of
thli city and vicinity.

for

see

on file: E. J. Harrington, president of the Connell;
M. DeFeyter, StreetCommlssloner;
P. H. McBride,
City Attorney;Wm. Van Pntten. Health Officer;
H. D. Post, Oily Librarian; Geo. H. 8ipp, Director
pt the Poor: Wm. Van Pntten, City Physician;
W. J. Scott. Member of Harbor Board; Geo. H.
81pp. City Surveyor; Peter Boot, Special AMewor;
H. E. Klferdink,Special Aaseaaor;Geo. li. Slpp,

GIVE

ITS

A CALL.

Farmers bring your
Butter and Eggs.
Holland, Mich., May

4th.

Which we

1882.

RECEIVED

all kinds of

sell cheaper for

at the Store of

G.

Cash than

13-tf

SPRING A

WE HAVE

the best known and

mod
PMciai

SfltcEssfiil

IDIRY

Who

has been engaced
In the treatmentof
all secular and

UCcares

DISEASES,

He

diseases
rcMilting from »ftninal

weakness,spermator-

A

A Cure Guaranteed.

NOTIONS,
DRESS GOODS,

on

IK I

LIT

notice.
38-tv

TO CALL ON

DON’T

BRAYMAN

Doctor.

Kremers A Bings,

T.

entire stock anc

E. Annis

&

patronageof this

public?-

New Stock of

,

-

Van Pntten A Sons.

—«».

-

-

In a Sure. Prompt and Effectual Remedy lor Nervou.ucm in all ite Btagee, Weak Memory, Lom of
Brain Power, eiual ProBtratlon, Night weate, |
Si ermatorrhiua,varinalWeaknew, and Genera
Lom of Power. It repaire Nervoua Waate.Rejuvenatea the Jaded Intellect,tr engthena the Lnfeebled Brain and Restores urp ilaing Tone and

Supt.

TOBACCOS.

and

Young Men and Women will not only eave money but valuable time in the future by attending the
Grand Raplda Bu.lneea College, where they will
receive a Thorough, Quickening,Practical education. tfend for College Journal. «

Autograph

Co.,

Holland, Mich., Feb.

9,

1882.

1-ly

CT-M AON KTIcTmED fc
E iTaold by Druggist at $1 per box, or six boxea for $5,or wlll be
mailed free of postage,on receipt of themovy,

byaddreaaing^^^ MEDI0INE

^

No. 4 Mechanics’Block, Detroit.Mich t
Sold in Hollandby Beber Walsb, Druggist. 8-ly

1882

SPRING AND SUMMER.

.

IN PRICES. IN

we

of tbe

P
%

GREAT REDUCTION

JEWELRY STORE
—OF-*-

•

L« Fill

THE:

endeavor to merit, by fair treatment

and honest competition,a Share

G.

As cheap as the cheapest.
•

will

A Full Line of

'

AHaBUlUCS 1882/

PAINTS, OILS, ETC.

“good will” of

tic.

le

CIGARS

Photo, and

Drugs, Medicines

DUTCHESS OVERALLS,

itemeny, lor ooiu bcjlcb. * uo
la pleaaant to the taato, and each box contain* anrflefent for two week’s medication,and la the
cheapest and beat. ^-Particulars in our paraph-

dealers in

Having purchased tbe

CARPETS

FANCY GOODS,

AS. KONING,

Complete and well selected stock of

•

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS.

Holland, March 24th, 1882.

We will buy all the Stave and Heading
Bolls you can make and deliver the year
round, viz:
Oak Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.
White Ash Stave Boils, 30 inches long.
Elm Stave Bolts, 83 inches long.
Black Ash Stave Bolls, 33 inches long.
Black Ash Heading Bolls 38 Inches long.
Basswood Heading Bolts, 38 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches Inna.
For making contracts or further information apply to Fixter’s Slave Factorj\

_

WERKMAN

---

.

Woodsmen.

i

Notice.

27th, let to the lowest responsible
bidder, by sealed proposals, the following
Job, to-wit: the building of a piece of road
on Section Thirty-three (83) Town Five (5)
North, of Range Sixteen (16) West, near
the month of Macatawa Bay, on South
$ide. Said road to be built of brush, and
superstrnction of square timber. Specifications can be seen at the Post Office,
Holland City. Job to be let on the ground
at 10 o’clock in the forenoon. I reserve
the right to reiect any or all bids,
Holland, May 16, 1882.
GEO. H. SOUTER,
Cmmiuiorur of Highmyt.

GINGHAMS,
CALICOES,
TABLE LINEN.

FLOUR AND FEED.

DRYING OF LUMBER WE SI1ALL
MAKE A SPECIALTY.
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,

-

May

DELAINES,

Fresh Groceries

Farmers and

AND TUB

R. A.

of

CASHMERES,

Hats and Caps,

ATTENTION

STEAM

SUMMER

DRY BOOBS,

ory. Spermntorrhma, Impotency,Involuntary
In rebuildingour new shop we have purchase
Emissions. Premature Old Age, caused by over-exentirely new
ertion,self-abuse,o*- over-lnaulgence, which leads
to misery, decay and death. One box will cure recases. Each box contains one month’s treatMachineryof the most ApprovedPatterns, cent
ment. One dollar a box. six boxes for five dollars;
sent by mall prepaid on receipt of price.
And we are confident we can satisfy all who We guarantee six boxes to cure any case. With
want
each order received by us for six boxes, acornpanic d with five dollars, we will send the purchaser our written cuarantee to return the money
if the treatment does not effect a cure. Guarantees list ed only when the treatmentIs ordered
directfrom us. Address JOHN C. WEST A CO.,
OB
Sole Proprietors. 181 A 183 W. Madison St., Chicago, III. Sold by D. R. Meengs, Holland, Mich. 83-1 y

TOWNS,

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

& CO.

Nervous Debility:

rhea, impotency and all netvnnsdesponding and Or anythlngln our line manufactured on short
distressingsymptoms arisingfrom these disorders,
A VAN ARK.
and all complicatedprivatediseases.
Pain In hack, left side or breast, frightful dreams,
palpitation of the heart, rush of blood to tho
FAIL
head, eruptions, pimples, memory Impaired,low
UNFINISHED RU8INISB,
spirited,discouraged;resulting in consumption,
A bid wis received from G. Von Kerkfoort, for heart disease, cone, or St. Vitas dance, debility,
city teamiug for the ensning year.— Laid on table,
Insanity and death. Rev. Adam Clark, the dist Council adjourned.
tinguished MethodistDtvln. says: “It Is one of the
- E. J. HARRINGTON, Clerk pro-tm.
most destructive evils ever practicedby fallen
At tho old place of L. T. Kantera.
men.” Its victims of both sexes ars fillingour
Insane asylumsyearly.
An entire new stock of
All Idttors for consultation, strlctlv confidential,
Notice is hereby given, that the under- [with stamp]. Address,DR. W. TOWNS, Fon du
signed, Highway Commissioner
the Lac, WIs. Lock boxTj&J
Township of Holland, will, on Saturday, Please mention this paper when applying to
the
4-ly.

•

•

.

Kid

Grloves,

Fans, Beads,

Bonnets, Dress and ’ Hair Ornaments,' orsted, Qanvas,
Cardboard, Cord and Tassels,. Rushes, Collars, Man*
telets, Infants Cloaks, Veiling, Silks, Moire An• tique and Pl&in Velvets, Crape, Laces, Flowers,
.

'•*

Physicians Prescriptions care-

Extra Super,

fully

and cheaper grades of Carpets.

OIL CLOTH, MATTING, ETC.,
'Very cheap at the store of

13-2m MEYER, UROJJWER & CO

Compoundei

Holland, Mich.,

April

19tb.

J.

ALBERS,

8th Street,

KEMERS & BANGS.'

Ingrair

•*

our

l2-2m MEYER. BROUWER

Planing Mill

Streets
and Bridges were instructedto pnrehase the
lamps orderedat the last session of the Connell
and have them placed on the places designated.—
Carried.

1

see

BOS.
80-ly

Re-Sawing Done.

OR. W.

By Aid. Ter Vree—
Rttolted,That the Com. on Streets and Bridges,
build a cross walk across Land streeton the north
side of Eighth street, the said cross walk to be
constructed on the line of the present sidewalk on
taid north side of Kighth street, and a cross walk
across Eighth street, on a line with west line of
Land street, and that the Chicago A West Mich.
RailwayCo., be directed to build a aldewalk from
the east side of Land street to the platformon
their line of track on said north side of Eighth

Brussels,

STKKETEE A

h positively and permantlycures Impotency
which
vtou.ea
by excesses of any kind,) Seminal Weak(cans
ness, and’all diseases that follow as a sequenceof
Self-Abuse, as loss of energy, lose of memory, universal lassitude,pain In ihe back, dimness of vision. prematureold age, and many other diseases
that lead to Insanity or consumption and a premature grave.
Send for circular with testimonials free by
mail. The Invigorator is sold at $1 per box. or six
boxes for $5. bv a.l druggists,or will be sent free
by mail, securely scaled, on receiptof price, by fid-

any other house

Apri!]20, 1882.

mcBNix

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS,
i On motion of Aid. Kramer the city liquor license
for the fiscal year waa placed at $5.00.

•

ROBBED

Planing, Matching,

BOOT & KRAMER.

file.

street.—Carried.
. On motion of Aid. Knlte, the Com.

their victims, lives
prolonged, hoppiness
and health restored
by the use of the great

of

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve and Brain Treatment: a
specificfor Hysteria, Dlxziness, Convulsions,
Nervous Headache,Mental Depression, Loss of Mem-

audit. E. Workman. Building Inipectora;Geo.
H. Slpp. and R. B. Werkman, Com. to Examine
HoteU; Chaa. Odell, M. M. Clark. Arend Verlee,
Johannes De Weerd. Fire PoUce, for lit. 2nd. 8rd,
and 4th Warda reapectlvely.—Accepted and placed
on

Thousands of graves
are annually robbed

^FURNITURE

due.

COMMUNICATIONS PROM OITT OPPICERE,
The City Physician reported having treated two
cases In the month of April, 1832.— Filed.
The Clerk reported the following oaths of office

,

for

Yourself.

Holland, Mich.,

„

St.,

ETC.,

Give her a call an

,

STEVENSON,Register.

dressing
PARLOR SUITS,
F. J. CHENEY A CO.* Druggist,
187 Summit
Toledo, Ohio.
LOUNGES,
Schouten A Schepers Sole Agents
Holland.
EASY CHAIRS,
BUREAUS,
BEDROOM SETS, JUST

And

added

The Com. on Poor reported presenting the semimonthly report of the Directorof the Poor and
said committee,recommending $58.20 for the support of the poor, for the 8 weeks ending June
7rd, 11)82, and having extended temporaryaid to the
amount of $300.— Approvedand warrants ordered
issued on the City Treasurer for the amounts.
MESSAGES OP THE HATOR.
The Mayor called the attention of the Council
to the necessity of having the Clerk pay the rents
of the Drop my rented by the city, accordingto
the leases for the ensuing year.— Accepted and
Jthe Clerk instructed to issue warrantswhen rent
is

TRIMMINGS,

Glassware.

1880.

Come and

and wishes to announce to the Ladies
of Holland and vicinity, that she is able
lo suit the most fastidioustastes with the
atest styles of

REPORTS OP STANDINO OOMMITTEES.
Committee on Streetsand Bridges reported thit
In addition to our complete stock of
•they had caused the bridge over tannery creek on
Eighth streetto be repaired.— Accepted and placed Groceries, Tobaccos and Cigars we have
on

C.

Holland, Oct. 12th,

Hats and Bonnets

Provisions.

O.

13-5w EDWARD

possl

FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.

BOOT & KRAMER,
and

of Holland, P,

German Invigorator

'.

Groceries

ofH.E. H,8cc. b, T. BN. R. 15 W. and
names tho following witnesses to prove his continuous residence upon and cultivation of said
tract, vis: Otto Van Dyke, of Holland, P. 0., and
Gerrit Van Dyke, of Holland, P. O., and Benn Van
Drke, of Holland, P. O.. and Henry J. Ten Have,

embracing all the latestand best made fabrics

MILLINERY STORE Crockery, Stone &

:C. Laodaal, sal. aa Treasurer, Aurll .......... 22 91
C. Landaal, expense* to Grand Haven ....... 1 50
Ed. Vaupell, sal. Marshal ..................
25 00
O. H. 8lpp, sal. as Clerk ..... ..... .... ... 29 11
Wm. Van Putten, sal. as City Physician
from November to May .......... ...... 50 00
J. Vandenberg. police services ........ .... 2 00
—Allowed and warrant ordered Issued on the
Treasurerfor the amount.

Jnme* 1882,

8.

DRY ROODS

Mss M. MEENGS

Reward

MEENCFS-

by ID, !R.

It-lv

HOLLAND, MICH.

Clocks which have been sold for $4, are
now for sale at $3. The eptire stock on
hand will be sold at .that rate. -Plated
ware, Spectacles, etc., etc., will be sold at

mile n * monthi oot3wa*tb)i

V

«Uk|

I 7Q Hr*t Kflli.t*rtl»»w L IheWorM
lStr~. ailJAY BRONSON.

OOmII

1

1

t

and a ’full assortment of the latest styles of Hats and
BonneU Ribbons Moire Antique, plain and fancy.

leathers,

/*

cost for the next 60

mtd-

Oct.

15,

1881.

i

days.

>

«

37-ly

L &

8.

VAX DEJi KOEEAND.
BEEGE,

EIGHT!! STREET

lurrir.

JOTTINGS.
.
'

Mks.

friends and relativesin Milwaukee, Wia.

r

Mr. G. Rankans, our enterprising dealer

I. Marsilje,of this City, is visitin"

musical instruments, sold four organs

in

tl^hi-aieel
sk in

4

Gy

is

Mu.L. T. Kanters and wife

coming.

home
Last Monday and Tuesday night Jack

from Texas, last Saturday

is

I last Monday two large muskcllouges, one
weighing 25% and the other pounds.
Iwci,

noon.

f

Mr. Jacob Cappon, son of ex-Mayo:
Cappon, is seriously111 with typhoid-

PosL
pneumonia.
•N
— ..... »
Thursday night a boy baby apLast TL
Next
week
Saturday at
the residence of Mr. A. Visvisiting the family of Mr. J. C.

1

I peared

t,

at

The advance

agent of the “Lee and Rix

to

The new Chicago and West Michigan
Railway time card seems to “hang fire.”
We have’nt seen any definite figure yet.

Fruit-grower’s Association will be held at

The Chicago and West Michigan Railway Company are building two fine new

the law office of A. Visschers, Esq.

coaches and two sixty loot baggage cars,

combination” ihaa not arrived yet. Are
we

at the

We

have another change of date?

TRAINED
ELEPHANTS
OOIuIINO WITH THE
GREAT FOREPAUGH SHOWS
HOLLAND,

Will exhibit afternoon and evening at

2 o’clock in the

afternoon, a meeting of the Farmers’ and

Ngfiker.

Mr. W. H. Porter, of this city, caught

after-

Frost made us a visit.

Miss H. Stevenson, of Ypsilanti, Mich

two days.

arrived

Muskegon car shops.

understand that a “Young Men’s

Mr

Christian Association” (?) has been formed

Wdnesdai, June

7.

John Stoner, of this city, engineer

“A” class of the in the First Ward. Their rooms arc on the Chicago & West Mich. Railway,
PreparatoryDepartment of Hope College, somewhere near the Chicago & West white fishing in Macatawa Bay last
visited Grand Rapids last Monday.
Wednesday afternoon, had the good
Mich, depot.
The members

of the

fortune to catch a muskallonge whose
List of letters remaining in the post- weight was 41% pounds. This speak
Sons, are constantly receiving and adding office at Holland, Mich., May 18th, 1882:
well for our “fishing grounds,” ami juilg
to their already large stock of merchandise Miss Mary M. Aussicker, 2, John Cornall,
lug from the number, of large fish
all the latest and best noveltiesin their L. Chandler, C. II. Hall, Emma Poyslen,
caught this spring we shall have an un-

The hardware firm of R. Kanters &

line of trade.

Henry Strong, Miss Theresa Thompson, usually good fishingseason.
The new “buss.” which the enterprising Mrs. A. D. Wood, Geo. W. Yates.
Next Monday evening our citizensmay
Wm. Vbrbekk, P. M.
proprietors of the City Hotel have been
expecting for so long a time, arrived last

Tuesday. It

is

a

“daisy,” and

reflects

great credit on the Williams Bros.

The

parties having in hand the building

of the large flouring mill, to be erected In
this City,

are busy making the various

contracts for stone, brick, machinery,etc.

expect a treat in the concert which is to
The Board of Review, of the City of be given by Bennie Gee’s Juvenile Band,
Holland, was in session this week, in of this city. The entertainmentwill con
accoidancewith the provisions of of the sist of Selections, .Overtures, Quartettes,
city charter. Supervisor Schaddelee’s Duetts, etc., and ns the boys have been

tax roll was approved, with remarkably Indefatigable in their endeavors to make
few corrections; and, in accordancewith
this a success they deserve the commendathe new tax law, assessments are

The site, we are informed, has not yet a

made

at

full cash valuation.

been definitelylocated.

Many
Mr. G.

II.

fruit

Souter, the Highway Com- yet hopeful

missioner of Holland township,advertises

the

growers in this

as

tion and patronageof the people of this

city.
locality, arc

met, by

to the peach crop. Even

last severe frost has left sufficient

afce, and

peaches already formed to warrant the
the road between expectationof an average yield. By a
this city and Macatawa Park. It is in- specialcommunication from a fruit grower
on

fix this road

permanently.

at Lowell, Mich.,

we

a little girl of

one on the E

fiat

seven years of

flat bass byj a girl
street

parade

new
Lyceum

the Band desires to appear in their

the job of repairing

tended to

interesting features of

eleven. There will be no

column of this paper for bids

in another

Among the

the concert, will be tbe solos, on the B

iforms, for the first time, in
all.

learn that peach

buds at that place are nearly all destroyed
From a crop report received from the
Dr. R. A. Schouteo is building an
and the crop will be very light.
office of the Secretary of Slate, dated May
addition to his house on the corner of
1, 1882, we gather the following facts reFish and Ninth streets. The building is
Members of the First Reformed Church
lative to the crops in this Slate: Wheat
probablythe result of the success of Dr. of this city, met in the rooms of Columbia
Schouten’sFamily Remedies, which are Fire Engine Co., No. 2, last Tuesday was injured iu all parts of the State by the
cold, dry weather during the month of
to be found in almost every family in this
evening, for the purpose of taking steps

part of the country.

toward calling a

minister, and

April. That on clay

soil suffered severely.

ag-

The acreage winter-killed in the southern

Next week Friday, May 26, the “ Acme greed on the following “trio”: Rev. Jacob four tiers of counties, and also in the en
Humpty Dumpty and Comedy Company” Van der Meulen, of Muskegon; Rev. P. tire Slate, is ten per cent of the acreage
are booked for Lyceum Hall. This will De Bruyn, of Rochester, N. Y. ; and the
sowed. The condition of wheat not winbe the first ‘‘Humpty Dumpty” Co., ever Rev. E. 0. Oggel, of Chicago, 111. A
ter-killed is estimated to lie 42 per cent
visiting this city, and if as good as repre- meeting will be held next Monday evening,
better in the southern four tiers of counsented, it will furnish plenty of amusement for the purpose of selecting one of the
ties, and 33 per cent better iu the entire
“trio” to whom the call will be extended.
in pantomimefor all.
State, than onjthe first of May, 1881. The
We learn that the Macalawa Park As' condition of clover on the first day of
Thursday morning last another runaway was added

to

the already long

list

ociation are building a dock at the moutlil May was not as promising ns on the

and tbatj
road track on Eighth street. We are in a force of men will begin work at once
hopes that the farmers will soon take ad- putting up cottages and boat and bath
vantage of the Fish street improvefnent, houses. A building, which will serve as
thus decreasing the possibility of such acci- a temporary hotel, will also be erected.
The Chicago & West Mich. Railway Co.,
yf
of such casualties

happening at the

rail- 'of the Bay, 36 by 72 feet in size;

dents.
Forepaugh intends to

have made very liberalarrangementswith
visit this city

June 7th; Muskegon, Juno 6lh;and Allegan, June 8th. Grand Haven gets the

“go by.” Forepaugh evidentlyintends
to visit only the large towns this year,

and

has very wisely put Holland down as one
of the leading cities

on

of

two-fifthsof

from persons who propose

visiting the

Bay

Everythingindicates that

this season.

thousands of visitors will

condition of clover

summer.

Hope Church— Rev. D. Van

property, $295,000. The number of births

Pelt, Pastor.

Morning, “The Annointed One.” Evening:

Rev. A. A. Pfanstiehl, of Rariton, 111.,
will

City of Holland is, $485,000; Personal

not

The

winter-killed

is,

in the southern four tiers, 12 per cent, ant

The outlook for ap

express fear that the severe frost
first had injured, and, iu

occupy the pulpit. Subject: “Cruci-

fying Christ Afresh.” After next Sab-

last

ing

a.

p.

m.

is

as follows: Clover,

pects for an average crop; Peaches, 111

percent of the acreage of wheat sown
has been winter-killed.

GRAND HAVEN

at 8 o’clock.

m. and 2

year. (May 1)

—prospects for an average crop. Nine

First Ref. Church— Services at 9:30

the number of deaths, 41.

localities,

not winter-killed,103; Apples, 122— pros-

bath, services will commence in the even-

in the City during the year 11881 were 93;

some

many

on May

come here during possibly ruined, peaches. The average
for Ottawa county compared with that of

Religious services for to-morrow:

his tax roll and official papers: The apReal Estate of the

acreage In

received from all parts of the ^Country pies and peaches is favorable;but

'

the

total

the State, is reported winter-killed.

here at reduced rates. Lettersare being dition May 1, 1881.

this

of

the

nearly two-thirdsof

Lake Michigan.

proximate value

the acreage in the southern

four tiers of counties, and 82 per cent, or

the association for bringing excursionists in the Slate 9 per cent, below the con

the east shore of

TfiROuon the kindness of Supervisor
Schaddelee we are enabled to give our
renders the following figures, taken from

first

April. Thirty-eight per cent, or nearly

ITEMS.

TnE“city fathers" having sold

the

steam

Geo. Parks, to the Cutler & Savidge
On Tuesday the 16th inst., the new
Third Ref. Church— Rev. D. Broek, Pas Lumber Co., have had the Rix Robinson
steamer, Henry F. Brouwer, made her tor; services at 9:30, a. m. and 2 p. m.
thoroughlyrepaired and have placed it
first appearance in our harbor, and her In the afternoon the services will bo conin the Engine house, ready for immediate
arrival excited considerable Interest among ducted by Rev. D. Van Pelt.
service.
the citiaensof Holland. She was built and
fitted

up

at

Brower & Doesburg,
dimensions are

of this city.

Her

as follows: length on deck,

m.

be conducted uy Rev. A. A. Pfanstiehl, of
Rariton,

The

In the morning the services wijl

requires often 4

111.;

in the afternoon by

Rev. D.

Broek. Sunday school 3:30.

steam barge Colburn, Capt. Brittan,

completed her carpenter
last week. She
model craft, extra fastened, and will

of Saugatuck,

work and machinery here
is

a

water, 5 feet, and is intended to accomo-

Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. M. be put in the lumber trade between SaugaD. Terwilliger, Pastor. Third Quarterly tuck and Chicago.

date 125 passengers. Her engine is a fine

Meeting at M. E. Church. Lovefeast at

68 feet; breadth of beam, 15 feet; draft of

LARGEST IN THE WORLD!

ANNUAL TOUR.) With
GREAT RAILWAY TRAINS.

(18th

two, three, and

College Chapel— Services 9:30 a. in. and

Grand Haven and Ferrysburg, 2 p.

and is owned and managed by Messrs.

er,

Lawyer Cook,

of Muskegon,

,*vv muu umu “VIUVUJ

ZEELAND

its

great amusement features. I

now first time consolidatedGREAT FOREPAUGH SHOWSFour MenageriesCombined. Three Great Circus Troupes. Mammoth Museum.
Oceanic Aquarium. Adam Forepaugh, Jr.’s Great Congress of 22
'
Elephant*. Renz’s Berlin Circus, Hippodramatic Sports and Gorgeous

Greatest of all— the

Trained /

Oriental Spectacular Displays.

was here

one, 16x16 inches, and her boiler,made 9:30. Preaching at 10:30 a. m., after last Saturday making speeches and solicit
most securely of % inch iron doubly which the Sacrament of the Lord’s Supper. ing aid for the Muskegon strikers, but
riveted, and safe with 100 lbs. of steam. Subject for evening, “Sacred Song.”
although it was directly after pay day, the
The boat with its appurtenancesseems to
money did not come in very fast and all
be first-class;and being designed for
ITEMS.
he realized was about $50.00.
transportationto and from Macalawa
On Monday evening a large number of
Miss Lizzie Oggel, has returned to her
Park is specially adapted to that purpose.
Masons
attendedthe Masonic Reception
On the afternoon of Wednesday, Messrs. home at Grand Haven.
at Spring Lake, and returned during the
Brower & Doesburg invited the members
Mrs. Robert De Bruin is visitingrel small hours of the night, expressing themof the Macatawa Park Associationand atives and friends in Grand Rapids.
selves highly gratified with the reception
othets of our citizens to take a trip to
given them by their Spring Lake brethren.
“the mouth” and back, in order to test
Rev. H. E. Nies and his two children,
the qualities of their steamer. The ex- of Patterson, N. J., are viaitingthe family
A special train of 8 coaches^ arrived on
cursion was not only very pleasant, bat of Mr. G. Brusae.
Wednesdaymorning from Detroit,gwlth a
highly satisfactory;and it was found that
large party, mostly Cana diani, bound for

i

Capital invested Three Millions. Europe swept clean of

12 COLOSSAL

SHOWS COMBINED

constituting the most gigantic combinationof tented exhibitions in tbe universe. Daily
expenses greater, canvas larger,parade grander, costa more, shows more, and is the
most perfect,chaste and respectable traveling tented exhibition ever organized. Look
at the unparalleled and astonishing array of famous features: First and only great herd
of 22 performing Elephants, and the Just added Biggest Born of Earth, “Bolivar,”
positivelythe heaviest and

BIGGEST ELEPHANT ON

EARTH

$150,000 will be forfeitedIf any circus in the world can duplicatethe unpsralleledact
of Big. Leonatl, from Milan, Racing upon a Bicycle up and down a spiral elevated
roadway 60 feet in height! or the famous French troupe— Silbons, from Paris, in ,thelr
blood-curdlinggymnatic exhibitions; or the Incomprehensible,fearless velocity of
Albion racing 60 miles an hour on a nine feet high
'KQ Bicycle! Tbe three greatest living
lady riders in tbe world: Louisa Renz, from Berlin; Lizzie Deacon, from London; Kate
okt
Stokes,
America; behold, see, 100 peerless performers, tallestgiants,smallest dwarfs^
Mr. Cornells Roozenraad,of the firm of
the distance of six miles could easily be
Manitoba.
The “City of Mil waukee” was Zola blown from a canon, mao with boros, wild men znlns, 200 performing and ring
Chris. Roozenraad & Bro., furniture dealhorses, two-horned Rhinoceros,Hippopotami, mile monster serpenls, trained Liona,
made in less than half an hour, and that
detained here, waiting for them, to take
ers, was married to Mias Annie Schipper
Tigers, Hyenas, Giraffe, handsome women, fat ladies,big babies, two race track arenas
the boat was one in every way to be comthe party through to Miiwankee, whence eqnai
inal to any.
on Wednesday last, by Justice Den Herder.
mended. On the return trip, a meeting
they will proceed by rail to Win!of all present, was held and the following
Last Saturday Arnold Barendse, a 12 peg. The majorityseemed to be farmers
resolution unanimously adopted:

yearuild boy, fell from

a wagon load of
Jkaofwrf,That we hereby tender to freight and brake bis arm at the wrist.
Messrs. Brower & Doesburg our thanks
Dr. Huizinga was called and set tbe
for a pleasant ride upon their steam yacht,
from Holland to Lake Michigan and return. And that from such ride and a
At a meeting of tbe Fire Department,
careful examination of the new boat, we
express as our opinion:That the steam John D. Everbard and L. P. Van der
yacht Henry F. Brower la a staunch and Velde were elected as Chief and Assisbeautiful boat, of Which our citizens msy tant Engineersfor tbe ensuing year. Tbelr
well feel proud. That she la well and
names will be sent to tbe Tillage board for

in good circumstancesand ratber intelligent, and were going there to

make homes

for themselves and families.

fracture.

strongly built, with ample accommoda
tions for the comfort and safely of passen- confirmation.
i gera; and the thanks and patronage of the
If you want h good diibol lce Cream
emlre community are due to Messrs.
Irnwer and Doesburg for bringing to our or a glass of Soda Water, go to the City
p — ..... —
Bakery.
PESS1NK.
Jay such no excellent boat.

Tqr

Barker, tbe

new yacht build

proved to be

J

Four Great Circus Rings!

Seats for 20,000 in the cloud-loweringpavilions,S.OOOfopera chairs on the grsnd stand,
three great bands. Peerless, poetic, princely, grand, gorgeous free street parade, every
forenoonof exhibition day. The Regal Splendors of the Orient, the whole World
Tributaryto tbe Coloseal Carol val Cavalcade. Jubilee Singers, and

I

last

winter at Kirby’s yard for Chicago parties,

on Sunday last, and
very fast. The run from

made her trial

PMH9P9I

trip

Frultport to the foot of Washington Street

THREE GREAT BANDS OP MUSIC
A eolld two million dollar pageant. No shoddy— no sham, it is all -there— not on
paper, but a tangible reality; can be aeen by all, and it la worth more to see tbs grand
street parade of the great FOREPAUGH SHOW than it is all tbe inside and outside
displays of nearly all tbe shows in America.
cent*
its for adults:
adults f Children under O years, 25 cents.
The usual slight advance for Reserved Chairs.
Excursion rates and trains on ajl railroads on day of show. ______ _

was made in 83 minntes, with a low
pressoreof steam. She is expected to
make 16 miles an boar easily,as soon as
the machinery gets worked in a little. She
is commanded by
)y Capt. Napier, a son of
John Forepaugh, Manager.
tbe late Capt. Napier of the Alpena.

ADMISSI0X—50

'

^
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^
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••THEY ARE AWAY.”
(poke of them, m of the deed
la s soft whispered way,
Pfeaeantlywould tell that Willie
r

Or Mary was “away.”
Jhat^uway,” and one would fancy,

Who beard his quiet tone.
Yfcat poeeibly the childrenthat be named
Were at some neighbor’shome.
Aad

they were ; the little blue-eyed Mary
That dim bed upon bis knee,
* loug since Journeyed to the heareuly land
so

Beyond

the cryetal sea.

And

Willie, too, the merry bright young lad
Coming to greet him with a cry
Of ctoefulwelcome, grew atlent, lell asleep,
Murmuring u lari good-by.

And still they are not dead, just “ away ”
Krom the old man's sight—
<Oot of bis tender care, Ocd's own lovh,

.

Within

HU

palace

bright.

Away for a little time till ho should go
When his day’s work was o’er,
To jedn them there, his littleboy and girl,
To he away ” no more.

Our

literary ventures don’t

anything. I should

amount

to

rather write stories

and paint picturesthan makes brushes,
Fm sure, and you would rather give
dramatic readingsthan be tied down to a
factory belh-but we are evidentlynot
headed for the temple of fame, and may
as well give up.”
“Fame!” rejoined Nettie, “who cares
for the empty bubble? It’s the rnmej
we wank I wish we had back all we
have spent in postage stamps on the miserable scribblmgsr
“ I suppose it’s true (as some editors

their polite little notes) that
writers seldom accomplish anything of
real literary merit till they are at least
30. \Ve don’t belong to the fortunate
group of phenomenal geniuses,” and Flo
twitched away her finished brash from
the vise, with a quick, practiced movement, and began to spread the table for
their simple supper, m the back part of
the store. In cold weather they lived
in this room as much as possible, to save
fuel
tell ns, in

ments to the lawyers or somebody,”said
Flo, rather apprehensively,getting her
dish-pan ready.
“ 1 shan’t worry over that” answered
Nettie, blithely, as she tied on a large
apron preparatoryto dish wiping. She
had recovered her elasticitysince the
advent of the parsnips, etc.
“If there’s an out-and-ont angel on
the face of this selfish earth it’s Miss
Mellavine. What a differencea good
meal makes in one’s moral barometer.

nearly boiled over! Run and stir it—
quick ! *
(In the midst of the stirring and the
fun, enter Miss Mellavine in a state of

I was cross before supper, Flo dear,” said

outside.

she, penitently giving her sister a quick
dab of a kiss on the left ear ; “ if any
one has a right to be cross it’s you, shut
up here all day— with no exercise ex-

“Why, no I” exclaimed the girls
in a breath, while Nettie held her spoon
suspended in mid-air, with ropes of taffy

cept to do errands in the evenings when
Fm at home to tend the store. You’re
twice as good and patient as your unsanctified sister Nettie.”
Enough of Miss Mellavine’s benefac-

tion remained to give a flavor to the
breakfast and Nettie went to her work
with a light heart in the dark of the
“ DESTINY.^
wintry morning. Her duty in the facBT HELEN T. CLARKE.
Nettie toasted her feet luxuriously, azd tory was packing and labeling stockings.
looked rather admiringly at her pretty About the middle of the afternoon her
On a stormy March day a fresh-faced hands lying idly in her lap. Her work quick eye detected something wrong in
yotmg girl was (I was tempted to say at the factory was by no means detri- a pile of stockings that had just been
brought to her for boxing.
* mAnf till v ”)
womanf ally ” making mental to their shapeliness.
1 ‘

her way along the main street of a New
England factory village.
bright,
rianng face was hers— one that said, a»
plainly as brown eyes, red lips and
piquant featurescould say: “Here I
am. Let Fate send her worse. I shall
fight the good fight.” The very curls
an her temples, blowing this way and
that, under her simple straw turban,
looked fearless,almost saucy, yet withamt any suggestion of that hideous,

A

ahmight hanging, modern crank of
Cmhion termed “bang.” She wore a

“ If

Mr. Stone had only been

at

home

the night father bronght the money for
him from Ashfield, it would have been
all right Or if father hadn’t had the
‘stroke’ before morning.” Her lips
quivered, and her eyes filled, at the

memory.
“Nettie,” said Flo solemnly, as she
cut the rye loaf, “we are sure that Mr.
Sackett is an honest man, and he never
would have said that he sent the money
if it hadn’t been true.”
“Why do you emphasize Mr. Sackett
so strongly? Don’t you suppose Mr.
Stone is honest, too?”
“I don’t know anything about it,” said
Flo. “People can’t always help their
suspicions. Perhaps he was at home

meat water-proof suit, sensible in length,
pepper-and-saltof hue, though a
ahrewd physiognomist might have been
willing to wager that somewhere among
her feminine odorningswould be found
• vivid dash of scarlet. She carried her that, nighk”
Nettie laughed incredulously.
cotton umbrella without endangering
“ Nonsense ! Don’t you suppose that
people’s eyes, and appeared altogether
boflinesa-Iikeand self-sustained. A people would have found him out before
this if he was a rascal ? I don’t think
myself he’s very amiable. Fattier very
likely put the money in such a safe place
She looked occasionallyat the pict- till morning that nobody will ever find
it, unless the old homestead should be
ures, vases and other pretty trifles in
pulled down or struck by lightning, and
the ehep windows, but without a twinge
then it will probably be discovered in
of envy in her healthful soul She was
some mysterious cranny of the floor or
wont to say that she could enjoy them
walls. Secrets come to light in strange
four times a day (except when she carways, sometimes.”
ried her dinner) without the trouble of
“I know one thing,” said Flo resotaking care of them. In short, she
lutely, “you and I are going to pay
•eemed fully equipped for “ possessing ”
back that money, Nettie (or the remainin the very best sense. She did stop,
der, seeing that Mr. Stone took the very
however, before a confectioner’s window
house from over our heads), if we have
where eome tempting oranges were disto live on dry bread and oatmeal for
pUyed. counting the contents of a shabby little purse, then snapped the steel twenty years.”
(Ah, how easy is prospectiveheroism
clasp with a determined shake of the

and

head.

“ Nettie Eondall, you’re a selfish

coward,” was her mentid comment as she
walked resolutely on.
Turning into a quieter street,yet not
too far from the business part of the village, she entered a small frame house by
the door of which was tacked a modest

at

18

!)

We

shall be almost old women at
that time, and cross and ugW, » like as
not,” said Nettie, taking a discontented
?‘

bite from her butterlessbread. Despite her buoyant demeanor on the
street, she wa» more subject to ups and
downs than Fla
tin sign lettered, “Ladies’ Trimming
“We needn’t be cross and ugly," anStore. F. & A. Randall.” In the front
windows hong a few ribbons, cheap swered Flo, carefully measuring out her
share of milk from the tiny pitcher. “ I
(aces, Hamburg edgings, etc.— a most
unpretending establishment. As Nettie hope the lamp won’t smoke again todosed the door upon her dripping um- night How nice it would be to have a
new burner I"
brella and the general discomfort of
A short, bobbing figure, in an imstorm and fast thickeningdarkness outmense rubber cloak, with an umbrella
side a cheery warmth and light greeted
in one hand, and a yellow quart bowl in
her, and another fresh-faced brown-eyed
the other, pressed a beaming face
girls ft year or two younger, looked up
against the glass upper half of the door.
with a bright smile from her seat behind
“ Miss Mellavine I” said Fib, joyfully,
the counter, where she was swiftly and
and sprang up to admit her.
dexterouslydrawing the bristles ^through
Their next-door neighbor. Miss Mary
those indispensableaids to civilization—
Lavinia Murray (who had given herself
tooth brushes.
the name of “ Mellavine" when a little
"How’s Destiny? ” asked Nettie, in a child), was what Flo and Nettie called a
matter-of-course way, as she hung up her
“walking sunshine factory." Many
•trier waterproof and pushed her overa time had her kindly deeds helped to
•hoes under the stove to dry.
tide them over a threatened collapse in
(In explanation, let it be here stated the commissary department, and her
that these two were once singing that gifts were as delicatelv bestowed as they

-?

beautiful

poem which

begins

WEATHEB--OB NOT.
We admire the philosophyof the unfortunate
man, who, when everything had been wept
away, laid, ** Well there'llbe weather and taxes
left,at any rater Alasl weather i* th« “ yellow
dog” of all subjects ; everyone think* it his
special right to try to tetter the weather, and
hurls his anathemas against “Old Probabilities,
and all who endeavor?© assist him In regulating
the weather. The Mowing communication is
item Prof, Tice, of St. Lonte^lfo., the rmowned
meteorologist and weather prophet of the West.
It does not discuss the weather but something
surely of more importance to those who sufler
with that painful malady he speaks of: “The
day after concludingmy lectures at Burlington,

unwonted excitement)
“Such a surprise, my dears! What
do you think? But, first of all, I suppose you have heard that Oaleb Stone is

dead?”
She dropped into the nearest chair,
and fanned herself with her brown check
apron, though it was wintry March

gracefully pendulous therefrom.
“ I must begin at the very beginning, ”
said Miss Mellavine,“ or I shall be sure
to forget something I ought to remember. He died at 4 o’clock this mornmg,

but Mirandy couldn’t bear to have a
mess of half-strange women around, she
said, so she begged me to stay on—
though Fm free to confess I
come and tell you as quick as

ached

to

decently
could. I can’t get over the turn it gave
me. To think that all this time — (but I
shall be snre to let it out before I get
around to it, after all, if I’m not careful).
When I went up last night he was asleep
“How’s this, Richard?” said she to and Mirandy was sitting by the fire and
the messenger, “ there must be a mis- the little fellow had gone to bed. ‘ I’m
take. Mr. Barker has given yon the so glad yon’ve come, Mellavine,’says
wrong kind. These stockings are part she, ‘ for Caleb is that set on seeing you
cotton, and my labels say ‘superfineall that I was afraid he might try to dress
himself to go to your house if you didn’t
wool.’”
The boy gave a knowing wink. “I come. He’s been out of his head more Iowa, on the 21st of December last, I was seized
guess it’s all right Barker knowed or less all day, but the doctor gave him
what he was about Mum’s the word, another small dose of morpheen, and he’s,
Miss Nettie, if you and I want to keep resting easier now.’ She hadn’t more intense nausea of the stomach succeeded, and a
than got the words out of her mouth cold, clammy sweat covered my entire body.
our places.”
when ne turned his head on the pillow The attending physiciancould do nothing to reWith sparkling eves and scarlet
lieve me. After suffering for three hours. I
and opened his eyes.
thought—as I had been using 8t. Jacobs Oil with
cheeks, Nettie carried the box of stockgood effect for rheumatic pains— I would try It.
“ ‘Is that you, Mellavine?’
ings into an inner room where sat Mr.
I saturated a piece of flannel,large enough to
“ ‘ Yes, sir,’ said I, going up to the cover my chest, with the OH, and appliedit. The
Barker, the oversee* of her department,
relief was almost Instantaneous.In one hour I
a heavy, flabby man, with pale eyes, bed.
was entirely free from pain, and would have
“ ‘ Mirandy,’ says he, ‘you go out and taken the train to flU an appointment that night
pale hair and a hanging under lip, and
in a neighboringtown had my friends not al#*
sit by the kitchen fire kill I want you
with him one or two clerks.
snndeiime. A s it was. I took the night train for my
again’—
and
to
humor
him
she
went
“ These are not the right stockingsfor
home, in St. Louis, and have not been troubled
>
my labels, Mr. Barker. They are half Just as quick as she shut the door he
clutched me by the arm and pointed to
cotton.”
Mr. Barker fumbled the stockings with a heavy black box that stood on the bureau.
his thick fingers, looked at the labels
and then at her with a beery smile. "
‘“There! There it is!’ says he.
“ My dear young lady, yon surprise ‘ It’s clutchingat my throat as if it had
me. The stockings are all right. Yonr fingers ! Take it away ! Take it away 1 ’
legitimate business is simply to put on he almost shrieked.
the labels which we provide.”
“ 4 Yes, yes, presently/ said I, to paciI

since.

dOSIUTElft

‘

Higher mounted the color in Nettie’s
cheeks. Her voice trembled, but her
courage dd not

falter.

“Tlien I must decline to do ity Mr,
Barker."
“ Ho, ho, indeed !” said the beery Barker, with sudden energy. “ Here, Simpson,” to one of the dapper clerks just
passing throngh the room, “be kind
enough to step to Mr. Wiggins’ desk and
ask him to settle accounts with this exceedingly conscientiousyoung woman,
and provide her with a ticket of leave,”
and Barker turned abruptly on his heel.
Nettie’s nerve and indignationcarried
her through the next few momenta, and
soon ske had closed the factory door behind her.
“1 know I’ve done right, and I shall
find somethingto do. I hope Flo won’t
be very much overcome ! ”
Her sister looked up at her early return. ' On hearing the story she gave a
half-hysterical laugh.
“You match my experience, Nettie.
That ‘drummer’ from the Worcester
firm was here. Do you notice anything
strange?”
Nettie looked around the room, and
beheld sbow-case and rope-lines nearly
emptied.
“We hadn’t the money ready, you
know," said her sister, “so the goods
had to go. He was ‘vewy saliwy’—
‘ disagweeabledewty— and all that sort
of thing, of course. Such ‘genteel’ kid
gloves he wore, and such a “ genteel’
case he brought to pock the things in I
I sat in stony silence, working away,
and never lifted a finger to help^
Mean of me, wasn’t it?”
Nettie slowly sank into the littlesplint
rocker and stared helplessly.

fy him.
“ ‘ Why don’t yon take

it? The kev
hangs around my neck. Here, unlock
the box and take away the — package.
clutchingme, I
Be quick f ’
It’s

tell yon 1

Be quick

!

m

“1 did just as he told me (you’ve got
to be with a ravin’ man, you know), not
expecting to find anything important.
I unlocked the box, and the first thing 1
see — oh, I pretty near lot it out that
time, but you’ve guessed it, like as not.
1 declare, I don’t know when I shall get
over the turn it gave me ! ”
(Flo and Nettie exchanged quick,
startled looks,

and drew

nearer to

Misa

Mellavine,while the molasses bubbled
unheeded in the porcelain kettle.)
“ ‘Tell them,’ be says, * that I’ve not
bad an hour's peace since I locked it in
there. Their father’s sudden death put
it in my head— the temptation came like
a whirlwind, then, oh, the misery ! You
know the rest. Afterward I could not
confess. They are good girls— good
girls. John Randall’s daughters could
not be anything else. Tell them to keep
it all— all It ia doubly theirs, I have
so wronged them ! I do not want them
to pay another dollar on the old account. It is the only reparationI can
make. Beg them to keep my secret. 1
don’t deserve that they should have
mercy on my good name, but, oh ! for
Mirandy’s sake and little Joe’s beg them
to show it. They are good girls. Now
call my wife/ he says, and urops his
head back on the pillow without another
word. There, I’ve tried to tell it, word
for word, just as it happened— and yon,
dear things, nobody could be gladder to
put it into your own hands than my very
own self — but that miserableman’s looks
and notions will haunt me to my dying

Irik

kifrlss
Among th»
H osteiter’a

medicinal means of arreatinir diaeaas,
Stomach Bitten atand pre-eminent. It

check* the furlher progress of all dlaorden ot tbo stomach, literand bowel*, rerltea tike rltal stamina,prerenU
and remedieaablll*and feter, increasesthe aoUtityof
the kidneys, cenntermcta
a tendency to rheumatism, and
ts a genuine stay and solace to aged, Infirm and-aerroua
penona.
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were timely. A simple, unlearned woman, with a heart of gold.
“Now,” said Flo, proceeding briskly
“You dear things! I do hope you
ja tiny, lisping cousin caught the melody, haven’t finished your tea, for I said to
with her brashes, “ the question is what day, I verily believe.”
wuriproed out: “Though the day of my self this boiled dinner is so savory to do next I shall get two quarts- of
Above is an exact portrait cl
She drew from the bosom of her cahco
.’®y’ destiny’s 1 ’clined.” “Destiny’s this afternoon(you know my habit of New Orleans molasses,andstart a candy j dress a packet which she planed in Net
MRS. SARAH J. VAN BUREN,
’Mated” became thereafter a most ap- two meals a day in winter, my dears) trade to-morrow.”
tie’s hands. The lost money ! as the
propriate expression,when the “ best- those girls must have a taste. Don’t
DISCOVERER OP
“I suppose I might take a flat bas- reader has doubtlessguessed.
laid schemes ” seemed obstinately bent get a chair— I mustn’t sit down.”
ket, and peddle the sticks, after you
. “ From Loren Sackett, of Ashfield, to
<m "ganging agley.”)
She did. however, and smiled on them make them,” said Nettie, half bitterly. Caleb Stone, $1,800 payment for liveThe answer to Nettie’s questioncame benevolently,while pretending not to “ 1 might possibly strike a goldmine, stock. Sent by kindness of John Ranpromptly:
see just how acceptable was her neigh- in the shape of a rich old lady or gen- dall.”
A preparation which is unequakd for
"Awful! just 15 cents in the cash- borly offering.
tleman, who is fond of taffy, and wonld
Purifying the Blood and Tuning
For two years hidden in Oaleb Stone’s
drawer 3 I haven’t sold anything to-day
“Such a day, to be sure! It’s a like to adopt a likely bairn about my strong box, while two heroic girls, turned
Up the Female System.
hv^apsper of needles and a yard of mercy my good spirits don’t depend on age.”
out of their homestead to gratify his
Ladirs’ Tonic is prepared by Mrs. Van Buren,
the weather. How did yon get home
“I hope we won’t be tempted to eat guilty greed, were working their young
at iqs FranklinSt., Buffalo, N. Y., and has been
"That means oatmeal for supper from the mill, Nettie, child ?”
used
successfully by ladies for years. It i» a tun
too much of it ourselves,” said the prov- lives out to make good its assumed loss
cure for u\\ Female Complaints, Low Fever, Ague,
•gain, I suppose,” said Nettie. “ I hate
“ Oh, Fm used to all sorts of days, ident Flo.
Flo and Nettie wept silently at the
Scrofula, Side Headache^and a// weaknesses
fit" she added savagely, her good humor
you know, Miss Mellavine. That 5
“ Where’s the tin pail ?” said Nettie, side of their good friend. Mingled with
caused by those irregularities which are so comcomig away at the uninviting prospect. o’clock whistie haunts me in my dreams,
mon to womankind. This is no Patent Medicine.
jumping up with alacrity. “ Oh, here it the inexpressiblerelief at their good
but is prepared by Mr*. Van Burcn.afteryean of
ffi» had been working all day for “ cut- but I hope for something better some
is. I’ll go to Dickerman’sfor the mo- fortune were pity (such as few in like
experience, and recommended by her, as she
down” wages in a woolen factory, and day. These parsnipsare perfectly love- lasses right off. Yon will need every
knows it will give new life to any broken-down,
case woul i have been able to feel) for
worn-out or over-worked member of her sex.
waq wet, tired and most unsentimentally ly. (I believe that is the current phrase spare minute for your brashes now—
the wretched, guilty man who had so
Wives and Mothers need something to assist
nowadays.) And what have you done to till yon teach me how to make them too. used them — and sorrow for his innocent
nature in holding her own under the constant
"fiat’s because you haven’t got far pass away the time ?”
strain
which is constantlydragging them down.
After all, I don’t see wbv it won’t be child, that this gain must come from
Mri. Van Buren answers all letters fret. Send
mmaghin ‘Epictetus,’”said her sister
“ Oh, odds and ends, mj dear— odds just as respectableto sell candy as any
their grief and loss t Ah ! John Rantor Circulars.
amwnely.
and ends. A little mending and my thing else, if we deal in pure goods, and dall’s daughters were indeed good girls
For sale by Druggists. Price, $1.00 per bottle.
Settle glanced around at the hanging housework, a letter to my sister Celinda s give honest measure. Fm snre authors
. “ After all,” said Flo, finally, jumping
•half of carefully selected volumes, an- son, because it’s his birthday, off among
up and ranning to the stove, “ I don’t
sell their books, and artiststheir paint•ient and modern, gathered for these strangers, dear boy, and a bit of flannel
believe it’s good economy to let the
ings. It’s only a question of degree, ”
twa in years past by a studious father’s sewing for one of poor Bridget Maloney’s
“And even mbnarohs and great states- candy burn I”
loving hand and judicious brain.
ragged little tribe. I’m so glad you like men receive compensation,”laughed
They kept the dead man’s secret faith" We can’t eat Greek philosophy. If the things. Some folks ain’t any hand
fully, compassionately. They made the
had the original manuscripts, we for boiled dinners, but I1 must say I like Flo.
The molasses was soon bubbling mer- remaining payments to the heirs, as if
right make papyrus soup* Til tell you them. You get so much in a small comrily in the poroelain-lined
kettle, and, nothing had occurred,then went to Boswhat it is, Flo,” she continued decided- pass. You may cut me, off two yards of
tr usdtac
th«M SupporUn.
until
the
time
of constant stirring should ton, Nettie to take a thorough course in
ly, hs she put up her feet to warm, that 12 cent niching, Flo, my dear.
elocution, and Flo as an ardent student
THIS
"a^methiug must happen pretty soon. Now I really must go. (Never jnind arrive, Nettie sat down bv her sister to
They were not wanting numerous Paul
take
a
lesson
in
brush
making.
My pay won’t amount to much this about the bowl this time.) .Caleb Stone
IELA8TIC
“We can take a few dollars of your Pry s of both genders who “ couldn’t for
H» • PU dlfsriM fNal all •Owt, k
month, and the next installment to Mr. is very sick again— taken worse suddenthe life of -them see where John
Stone falls due on the 17th, you know. ly, they say, and Mirandy wants me to pay, Nettie, and lav in a small stock of
while the
candy to-morrow. The school children Randall’s girls got money to fool away
Beside, the coal is nearly gone.”
[the!
come over to-night. He’s dreadful fidon such doings !” To such Miss Mellawill soon find it out. I can take some
" Oh dear ! Those payments to~ Mr.
gety, and wants to see me about somevine
discreetly
replied
that
as
far
as
Stamp J , What do you suppose ever be- thing particular, she says. Mirandy’s comfort in having you at home, for a
could say, it was a present from a
ksaow of that money. Nettie ?
TJ A no hand to do for sick folks, you know, time at least Why can’t we indulge in she
Eggleston Truss Co., ChlotgoV IU»
a good supper to-night, as long as we very kind friend named “ Destiny 1”
"We have asked ourselves that ques- though she’s not to blame, never having have your pay? I’m getting reckless.
uopfor the last two years, Flo. and we been brought to it,” and the short auLet’s nave oysters.”
A Lotisyillb boy stole his mother’s
don't come any nearer to the solution of burn curls, slightly silvered on each
“ Agreed !” said Nettie, delighted to mocking-bird and sold it to a man who
the riddle— whatever we accomplishtow- side of her round smiling face, nodded
had just lost one, taking the dead bird in
ard the solution of the debt”
“good will ” and “ good night" as she see Flo so ready (for once) for a comparative luxury, “ ‘ scrimp-ation’ has its exchange. The good lady was over"Is it a debt, f wonder," said Flo— disappeared in the cavernous depths of
whelmed at the death of her pet and
•‘a legal one, I mean ? 1 know it is a the rubber cloak and stepped oat into
“ Oh, oh j" cried her sister, in mock gave him a tearful burial, at which her will mOs h.
local one, and I shall not give up trying the rain.
oriel
son, the money jingling in his pocket,
c
oreentl
Caleb Stone very sick ! If he should horror. “ Labors of Max Muller I How
ho pay it as long as I can fill a brush or
' jouh'aon 4 co..r
can
you,
Nettie ? ~ There !— the candy ‘ assisted with great
die
wo
may
have
to
hurry
up
the"
pay— map a kitchen-floor if it comes to that.
:

IBstJJBh the day of my deatlny’e over.
And tne rtu* of ray faith had declined;
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IRELAND.

What Parted Them.

ProrlsioBs of Gla4atooe,s BepreMloo

[Somerville Journal.1

AeU
In the Britiih House of

Home
;

Commons, Hsroourt,
MU for the

Beoretery, in introdndnf the

repression of crime in Irelend, ohuucteriaedthe

prenlence of crime then so % nstionsl disgrace. He said: “The time has enind for the
entire Honse to unite in taking steps to repress

it The

case we deplore to-Say is not solitary.

Crime

a plague-spoton Ireland, and I believe

is

the Irish people detfm this removed.

It

MENJTOY YOUR LIFE*

“Why did yon send me that almanac,
Augustus?" asked Angelina.
“Because, darling, answered Augustus, ss he vainly strove to twist the few
downy iproats on his upper li]M into a
curl, “because,darling, I wished you to
select a date for our— the aw— cere-

.

jw

it the first of Amah" Jl -' •*>
froniseoietsod^iel,and must be extirpated.^ ‘Augustus will seme day succeed in
The mainspring of crime is the expectationof nisiag a mustache, but he goes to see
impunity, w^iqhis only too well fonndaL Ohe1 Angelina nib
; f j'
fyt

mdre.

essarv, in those places where the ordinary law is
not observed,to create special tribunals, consistingof three Judges to be appointed by the
Lord Lieutenantto try cases without jury.

&#§*£»

Ityor Judges. The Supreme Court may diminish but cannot increasethe severity of the
sentences. ParlistoentMHll be asked to provide
specialremuneration^Or ' the' specialJudges.
The bill also contains the following provisions :
It gives power to search for secret apparatusof
murder, such as arms, threatening letters,etc.;
power K tp '•enter .houses
day
Sight, udder warrant
the

by

or

Lord

Lieutenant

;

of
J power to arrest

persons prowling shout • at night and
unable to give an account of them-

who

are to bu dealt with summarily;
power to arrest strangers, as the crimes aro
generally committedby foreign emissaries, the
hospitalityof England not being for such persons &* the agents of O’Dohovan-Rossa ; and
power to remove foreigners considereddangerous to peace. The Governmept, therefore, intends to revive the Alien act Hooret societies
will be dealt with summarily,and membership
thereof will constitutean offense under thm
selves,

act

Cases of aggravated assault will bo

treated in a summary nuunier. Power is given
to repress intimidation and unlawful meetings,

the

latter to ’be dealt with summarily.
Newspapers containingseditious and inflammatory matter will be suppressed
and the proprietors required to enter

BAs ope ’Any to another ’Arrr: “I say,
old tnan, the papers qy they ’ope 1882 will be

A
of heidth
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BONANZA JUNE

affectionsIponsands testifr. »

t

lately referred to in the BrooklynEagle.
It was told by Mr. W.-A. Davenport, -con-

yer Honor," replied the sententious policeman.

nected with the house of Messrs. Butler,

when

Hwralgla,

this season gf

theyear
most

the greatest and

rapid changes are going

on

in the physical condition

of

our body, it is absolutely
necessaryto take a reliable

Cramw,

strengthening.’tonic;

Ir you experience bad taste in mouth, sal-

>

' -

The iroubfe^cretofore
a
medieme that was not com-

Dlanbosa,

has been to get as a tonic
Dysentery.

terriblecase of rheumatism;which other will arouse your liver to action and streugtbeu
remedie&had-ioiled
even Jo allqvkte.He up your system equal tp-Pl.. Fierce's “Golden
Was on hlfl way to a hospital whip Mr. t>av, Mwilc^l'Dlscoyery."By diiggists.
enport met him and induced him to trv St.
Why would coal-dealers make good lawyers ?
Jacobs Oil, with the result named.— ClueBecause they know all about Coke aud Litland {Ohio) Practical Farmer.

‘ ‘A

The camel’s kick
stands

posed mostly bfcheaip whis-

study. As it
demurely chewing tjhe cud, and
is a

AND

Thirty Day*' Trial.
Tho YoltaioBelt Co., Marshall.Mich.,

abstractedly at some totally
nt far, away object, up goes a hind
leg, drawn close into the body, with the
delay.
footpointingout; a short pause, and out
it flies with an action like the piston and
connecting- rod of a steam-engine, showCatarrh of the Bladder.
ing a judgment of distance and direction
Stinging irritation, inflammation, and all
that would lead you to suppose the leg
gifted with perceptions of its own, inde- Kidney and Urinary Complaints cured by “Buchupaiba."$1. Druggist* Send for pampendent of the animal’s proper senses.
phlet to E. 8. Wells, Jersey City, N. J.
I have seen a heavy man fired several
yards into a dense crowd by the kick of
Every Home should contain Eilert'a Extract
of Tar and Wild Chtrry. This elebrated remedy
a camel, and picked np insensible.
i

will surely cure Colds, Coughs, Croup, Catarrh,

AND

_

AND

_

Headache.
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_
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.UMpuf. lira*
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vancement hnd popularity;another beholds suffering assuaged, diseases overhats, my child-ibeavor'hats,” replied tho
come, sanitary habits enforced, health- father.
ful living secured, happiness increased.
Nothing Could Be Stronger.
One woman sees in her house only an
t 1,400 Papin Street, • )
area qf hard work and physical comfort;
8t. Louis, Mo., Jan. 20, 188L
another sees exquisite picture of possible
H. H. Warner A Co. : Sin— l have been

HiRES’£ssa-s
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ssirwi jssi'inais'as

Fuually—pnbllahed under tno
field.

direction of Mm. QuoSampleo /rre to Arenta that work. Eiduatvo

J

happiness,^ honor,;' development and
value which may be cherished with it,
and may issue from it to bless society
and strengthen the nation. It is only as
these higher truths of labor become’ vi-

troubledwith kidney disease since my child- DISEASES of THE SRINO-GENITAL ORGilS,
hood. It wonld be .impossiblefor me to describe how mnch I have suffered. Your Safe
Female Weokneoeand all Chronic DteoaaMepeodby
Kidney and Liver Cure has done me more good and ponzunenttycured. Book fret. Write tar advlco,
than the combinedskill of all the physiciansI
DB. 8. T. BAKER,
Buffalo, If. Y.
...... "
ta
—
have ever tried daring my entire life.
vidly pictured in the imagination that
Caroline F. ^lkminq.
labor itself cqn rise to its true
( A. REED & SONS* PIANOS.
“Yes,” said a fresh arrival from Bodie. “the
position. Its poetry is its best reality,
gall
married upon the lode last month is a
and ennobles all its prose of hard work
New 111ultratod Catalogue*,1888, tent free. Special
perfect lady— a perfect lady, sir. • 1 don’t supor dry details.
pose I re heard her swear real hard more’u
twice tail spring.’’— San Francisco Coast
An out-of-town, druggist entered one
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WEST I Where fortunesare nude in a diy.
Beautiful Book, 1W Illuminated liluatrationa
k full dwcriptlon Colorado ami how money ia
0

Sufferers from weakness,

sallow
complexion, malaria, ner-

toSAIL” CHECHICLS.Best and Uiywt pvprpi
w'»t <* HL Luula. Publlahed at LIASVIUX,
city of 2A,000 inhabitant*and onl) 8 yra. old.
Send |3 for Weekly 1 year or Dally 8 moulba, money
order or registeredletter, and get free the bcauUful
Book, alone worth the aubacrlptlonprice. Address
O. C. DAVIS, Leadville,Lake Oo., Colorado.
1
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vousness, loss of tone

stiff joints*

inactive

the back,

or

liver, will find

reliable and effectual cure
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bottle by all dealers in
cine.
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AGENTS WANTED

to Sell the Lives ot

FrankUesseJames

The notorious outlaws. Complete record of their daring
exploits,kull accountof the shooting<)f J*sM James;
his poi trait beforesndafter death :plcturet of the young
wife, tbe taro children and the Ford boys, fiolav like
wildfire. Our agent reports 114. orders In
Bdnva. Never such n rhunee to miike money.
Outfit Me. Address C. B. BEACH k CO.. Chicago.III.

H. A. PITTS’ SONS MFC. COl '
Paitffflt.'JtflarMA*'
CHICAGO, KA*
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Wonderfully simple and perfectIn its threshing
and separatingqualities. Saves ALL the arainaud
cleans It ready for Blarket. Buns easily,constructeddurably,finished beautifully, least expensive. and meet economical and SATISFACTORY
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“ Pa,” said a child, thirsting for knowledge,
“they say that beavers are the most industrious
of animals. What do they make?” "Beaver

TAYLOB

irttodprlet

lassitude, thin blood,

OPIUM

silenced.

ant

THRESHERS;

•

TZZ

v

SALE BY ALL DHUtitilSTS.

T

i

j.!

Tootliacln

S

a strictly scientificmedici-

ed by tne medical profession
ns a complete tonic, conkposed of Iron— the great
atrengthener, cinchonabark,
and othtfr valuable medicines fo combined as to be
pleasant to take, thorough in
effect ,and free from all the objectionable features of other
Iron medidnes. Brown’s
Iron Bitters will not cause
headache, constipation, and
blacken .the teeth as other
Iron prepuatious will.

Scalds,

tm. THE AULTMAN

.

nal preparation, recommend-

Burns

'

/

Brown’s Iron Bittxjlb
is

_

_

compatible ifrugs.
;

Brulsss,

will
send their Electro-Voltaio Belts and other Electric Applianceson trial for tbirtv days to any
person afflicted with Nervous Bebility,Lost
Vitality and kindred troubles, guaranteeing
complete restoration of vigor and manhood.
Address as above without
j v
N. R— No risk is incurred,as thirty days’
trial is allowed.
^ ^ .

;

key doctored with nauseous/disagreeable,and in-

Sprains

i

Camel’s Kick.

_

ple. One physicianlooks at his profession only as a ladder for his own ad-

At

BMisfl,

^

A SINOULARLT-INTEREStTXO
case WHS

Tonics

AND SURE

'

Loaded to the muzzle i “What is this man
flharged with?" asked the Judge. “With

’

•

Pain-Kite

tb/be fdbnd in. Dr. R. V. PiiPM’s
“favoritePrescription/to! the merits of which
as a remedy for female weakness anc^kmdrtd
is

Consumptionand all Bronchial complaints.
The Way to Have tho Country.
into recognizances not to repeat the offense.
Common Colda neglected, are the cause of oneJusticescan compel the attendant e of witLet Northern people go South in the half the deaths. Don’t wait for sickness to come,
nesses abou* to abscond,and the Lord Lieuwinter, and Southern people come North but this day take borne a bottle of Eilert’aExtenant can appoint additional police where netract of Tar and Wild Cherry, for it may aavs
cessary at the cost of the districtsconcerned. in the summer, and let the young of
Compensation for murder and outrage will be both sections fall in love with each the lifo of a loved one, when delay would b#
required of the districts where thev occur. other and do a little marrying,and when death. Bold by all Druggists,
Outrages will be dealt with summarily by the
Northern and Southern grandmothers Mrs. Sarah J. Van Buren, whose portrait
courts, which are to consist of two stipendiary
go
traveling back and forth to visit the appears in anothercolumn of this paper, is premagistrates. The Government reserves for
babies that will naturally come upon paring a “Ladies’ Tome" which lias been used
consideration any further alteration of the jury
for years for curing those distressing complaints
system.** ,
the scene, that will end all ill-feeling.
common to womankind. It can be bought of
The Home Secretary admitted that the biU From personal observation,we recomDruggistsor by addressingMrs. Van Buren at
was extraordinary,
but necessary to meet exmend plenty of inter-Statemarriages •192 Franklin st, Buffalo,N. Y., who answers
traordinary circumstances.
for the next ten years, and the country lettersfree.
The operationof the bill will be limited to
will be safe.
three yean. Tbe Government would do all
Uncle Sam’s ConditionPowder prevents
in their power to prevent inoooeot persons sufdisease, purifies the blood, improves the appeThe
Newark
(N.
J.) Sunday Call says
fering from the action of the bill He added
tite, gives a smooth and glossy coat of bair and
One of our Cincinnati exchanges cites the.
tiiat tne bill placed almsot unlimited authority
keeps the animal in good condition. It cures
case of Mr. Haldeman, of the Louisville
in the hands of the Lord Lieutenant,and conDistemper, Coughs, Colds, Fevers and most of
Courier-Journal,
who
was
cured
of
rheumacluded by stating that the measure would
the diseasesto which Horses, Cattle, Bhsep,
shortly be followed by one dealing with arreara
tism by St. Jacobs Oil. His wife was cured Hogs and Poultryare subject,and should be
of rent.
of neuralgia by the same article, and every
used by every one owning or having the care of
Haroourt stated that the Government bad member of his family of some pain or ache stock. Bold by all Druggists.
considered the question of instituting a military
by the Great German Remedy.
tribunal, but had come to the conclusionthat a
Pure cod- liver oil, from selected livers,on
reeort to such a measure was undesirable.
A STiKQY family s “ But why did you leave the seashore, by Caswell, Hazard & Co., N. Y.
After a brief debate the bill was passed to
your last place?'’ asked Mrs. Brown. “Och, Absolutely pure and sweet Patients who have
its first reading by a vote of 327 to 22. Tbo
mum," replied the }oung person, with a toss of once taken it prefer it to all others. Physicians
minority was composed entirely of Home
her shapeless bead, “ they was that mean that declare it superior to all other oils.
Rulers. Parnell said it was the most stringent
there was no livin’ wid ’em. If vou’11 belave it,
measure ever proposed,and that it would reThe Howe Scale took first premium st Philamum, ’twaa only yister that 1 wint rntil the
sult in a Hundred fold greater failure than
parlor and there was two of the gurruls a-play- adelpbia, Paris, Sydney, and other exhibitions.
what bad gone before. Dillon said the act
In’ on one peeany,and their father rich enough Borden, Selleck A Oo.,* Agents, Chicago,III
would bring disaster,destroy all faith in ultito buy a dozen and niver f ale it 1’’
mate justice, and play into the hands of asChappid hands, face, pimples and rough
a—
“Whebk is my boy to-night
That de- skin cured by using Juniper Tar Soap, made by
The Marquis of Lansdowne gave notice in the pends. If he is not more than 12 years old, he Csswefl,Hazard A Oo., New York.
House of Lords, on the 9th Inst, that he would is out on the curbing, taking turns at smoking
a cigar with another boy. If be is mnch older,
Tbt the new brand, Spring Tobaoca
drop the motion against the Irish policy of the inquiry should be made at tho keno-room.
Government, but asked that there be no yieldHffNCUED FROM DEATH.
ing to popular demands without the adoption of
. ^ Lunge, Liver and Kidneys.
William J.Coofihlln,of Somerville, Mum.. ut» : In ths
compensating measures for strengtheningthe
These great organs of life, as is known to fall of 1K6 I waa taken with bleedincof the lunge, follaw. George Otto Trevelyan was - appointed
every one, are most intimately related to each
lowed by a eerer* cough. I loet my appetiff and fleah,
Chief Secretary for Ireland, and a new election
other, and where one is caused to suffer, the
and waa confined to my bed. In 1877 I waa admitted to
was ordered for Hawick. Hamilton, permanent
other two, on accountof their sympathetiocon- tiM hospital The doctorsjaldI had a hole In mv lung as
Secretary to the Admiralty,has gone to Ireland
nection, are unavoidably made to feel the evil big aa a half dollar. At one time a report wept around
to tako Burke’splace far six months.
effects.Therefore,when distressed with symp- that I waa dead. I gave up hope, but n friend told me of
An importantdevelopment in oonn^tion with
toms of disease incidentalto either organ, a
Dr. William Hall's Balsam eoh the Lcuoa. I got
the murder of Lord Cavendish and Mr, Burke
medicinethat will give tone and strengthto all a bottle, when, to my aurprUe,I commenced to feel betwas obtained by the Dublin authorities on the
three is Nature's best assistant in restoring
9th inst It appears that two young men emter, and to-day I feel better than for three yearn past. I
health. Such virtues are beneficialas are con- write this hoping every one afflictedwith diseasedlunge
ployed in a rauroad shop were witnesses of the
tained in Yellow Dock, Sarsaparilla, Juniper,
tragedy. They were riding through Phcenix
win Uke Du. William Hall's Balaam,and be conIron, Bochu, Celery and Calisaya. All these
Park on bicycles when the four assassins atTinted thaf consumption Can be cored. Icanpoalingredients are scientifically
combined
in that
tacked their victims, and the natural impulse
lively say it has done more good than all the other modigreat health renewer.Dr. Guysott’s Yellow
of tho two men to rush to the assistance of
clnet I heVe Uken elnoe ray eickneae.
Dock and Sarsaparilla.
Cavendish and Burke was checked by the threat
that if they approached nearer the bloody knives
would be tarned on them. They therefore
•ought safety in flight
usual generosity, loaned an impecuniousscrapo____
A Dublin dispatch of the Uth inst says grace 5 cents. Shortly afterwardthe fortunate
that '‘Sir William V. Haroourt has been apreceiver left the State without paying back the
prised that an Irishman nowin Liverpoolclaims money, and was gone for twenty-two years.
When be returned the first person be met was
to have refused an offer of £100 in Dublin to
his creditor, who at once struck him for the
assist in the murder of Cavendish and Burkt,
6 cents which bad been borrowed over a score • 79 A WEEK, tli ft day ut homo ooallymado. Oootly
V / 4 outfit(roo. Addreoo Txci 4 Co., Auguko, Mo.
and says ue can put his hand on the assassins."
of years before. “ I don’t care so much for the
The New York HerabXt correspondentcables
money,’’ explainedhe, "bnt it’s the principle of
t&QA FER WEEK eon ta nude loony Inealltr.
fiom London on the 11th : “ It is understood
the tiling.’’-— Den oer Tribune.
(FOV Something ontiraly now for ogonto. flA outfit
the Irisd bill is now complete,and that it profret. G. W. lftGMAUA.il A CO., Boeton, Mom.
vides. in complicated ways, for reforms in
Lawrence J. Avery, of Liberty, Ind., writes:
arrears, dividing concessions between landlords
“It was my misfortune to become afflicted,
and tenantswith tolerable evenness,and is, in
several years ago, with a severe attack of rheuthis respect, nearly identicalwith tho bill drawn
matism in connection with dyspepsia and sympby Farneli/]
toms of long and kidney disease. It seemed no YouNfl
medicine wonld reach my case, for I had tried unttoo, oddrareVALENTINE BEOS, JonoariUo,Wit.
The Way to Look at Is.
this and that My wife was using Dr. Guysott’s
A K0NTH-A6ENT8 WANTEO-fO tool
In all labor there is poetry, it we can
Yellow Dock and Sarsaparilla,and persuaded me
bnt find it, containing its deepest mean- to try it I did so, and used spinta of turpening and its truest realities. One me- tine at the same time as a liniment It has
effected a complete cure."
chanic sees nothing beyond his tools and
their daily use; another beholds the civAt a conoert an old gentlemanwas much
annoyed by the constant coughing of a lady
ilizationor refinementwhich his work is
who sat in the seat behind him. His patience
daily spreading.One merchant measgave ont at last ; he tnrned round and said seures his, business only by the yearly acverely, “That’s a very bad cold ef yours, madcount of profit and lossfanother sees it am," to which the lady demurely replied, “I T ADY CAKV AMERA wanted in every town to
JLi eell our Magnetic Comet and Ineolee. (iood comin extent of commerce, the employment know it, sir, and Fm very sorry for it, but it’s miaoiona allowed. InoloM aUmp for tome. MAGNKTON
APPLIANCE OO., <18 SUte 8t, Chicago.
given to labor, triumph of honest princi- the best I’ve got" The old gentlemanwas

ins,

PERRY DAVIS’

the openin’ of a new era, Wbat’e that?”
Secoud ’Arry— “ Openin’ of a new 'e&rer? Why,
a telephone, of course, you Juggins '."—Punch.

“Oh. I see,’ she said; then smiling a
bowitening smile, she murmured, ‘‘call

springs

Governmenthas,' therefore, oondudidit is neo-

good philosophy, but to do so you must have
health. If bilious and constipated, or blood is
tut of order, use Dr. Pierce's “Pleasant Purgative Pellets,"which an mild yet certain in their
operation. Of aU druggists.
is

Oar

overloaded. It

Is

both over and under blast

CLOFEB HULLING

M. MIL flood wta, ** oflMorlu Otorflun, <
ko wm not oxooeUd to llvo, botag hie

nyo
I

ATTACHM1NT

md tollof,tat Eduoy-WorteurodW
Anno h. Jorrott of Wuth fluloa, M. 1,

boy

m

SEPARATORS

(new and very desirable.)
of the
varioussizes fittedfoe Stem or Horse- Power, The

EL WARD, the PITTS and the WOOD BURY
Hone-Powere, aa made by us, are unexcelled.

9

CTILLWATERNOJO

JohuB.U«

XlohMl Goto
, iSfrodoAgktyi

ENGINE

KIDNEY-WORT
PSRMANMTLY curbs
KIDNEY DISEASES,

|
I

4

LIVER

COMPLAINTS,

IConstlpattonSlid

Piles.

>

of Boston'sapothecary stores and handLydia E. Pinkham s Vegetable Compound
ed a clerk a simple recipe. “One dol- aims at the cause and produces lasting results
lar and fifty cents," said the latter, as he in all female complaints.

handed the medicine over.

“ Isn't that

An Oregon man fell on the icy walk and
pretty steep ?” said the costomer, add- broke his nose, and when he came to sue for
ing, “I'm in the business myself, and damages the jury held that his looks had
know somewhat about the cost of these been improved 30 per cent He therefore got
nothing.
ingredients."“Oh I that alters the
case," was the response; “17 cents,
When you are all played out be carefulwhat
you eat, but take Kidney-Wort
please.”

[

H

Embracingfull and auueutlc account*<>( oveiy naof ancient and modern tauo, and includinga hiotory of the rieo and fall of the Greek and Roman
Empirue, tbe middle age*, the cniaadee, the f.-udal ayetion

“* *•“—

*

-

07 Z fine historicalengraringt,and tetbe
out complete Historyof tbo World ever publlahed.
fiend for epeciaen pegee and extra terms to Anpts.
Addreea Nitional Prauimo Co, Chicago,01

tt

o*« with ofuol stMmn t* teflkor
IT AT THE DRCOOIBIS. PRICE,

WILLS, BICOABMOX

fft

Uigtqh.ia.Iji
I HISTORYop™WORLD

OT

A Co..

|(Wna«dttadrypoot-pdd.)
also make the STILLWATER Na. If find
MINNESOTA GIANT FARM ENGINES,

We

each having return-floe, and fitted for burning|
atrew,woodoreoaLTheaa Enginaa ate made arid
finished in the mom ptrftci smsnw.
can to furniahedwith any cf
C*ciamn,\

them.

TRACTION

ATTACHMENTS

tt contain*

SEYMOUR, SABIN & CO.
Manutaotutort,

Stitlwntar,

Minn.

Fruya,

I

Hystkma.

JUST HEOEIVEO

nervou* cxcirubllity,wuntlnfl;

of ib« musoiei, impuriiy of Ui«Mblood,
quickly relieved by usiuj; Browu’i Iron
Bitters.

The munificent lace worn at the Duke
of Albany's wedding by /the Princess
Beatrice ‘has a strange history. Her
a few years ago turning out

an old

cabi-

net in the Queen’s apartments, and

came

on a

laces.

i

parcel of extremely old

Among them was the

mtnufMturt

case, and

which she

suit in

SOMMER CLOTHINE

SPRIN6 &

Royal Highness was, in girlish curiosity,

i

we will torfell’ lhe
the above
abw

amount

appeared on Thursday; on being repaired

Boys’ aai

SUMMER SUITS.

Young Men’s

Suits for

and cleaned it proved to be almost
priceless; connoisseurs say It is worth

$150,000.

It was lately

Aocarr so

presented to the

F.J.

CHENEY &

MAN

That purely vegetable compound, Bur-

Ok

dock Bitters, may be justly termed the

A

CO.. Toledo. OMo.

Sold by Seboaten A Schepere, Hoi and.

Elixir" of Life.

k

Elixir oj Life.

Children of 4 years up to suits for full grown Men.

oa svaenrora. If be

not get it, Mad toes end we will forward
hmn«l!ately. Price, 71 eeatsper bottle.

Princess by Queen Victoria.

The

ncmnoi

hu

pleasant and ettective Oho

it

medicioe;lt imparts strength and vitality

NOW

the entire system. Price $1,00.

to

Hope on. Hops

No

Erer,
may

THE TIME FOR BARGAINS,
-won't "to© Undersold.

IS

We

un.cqu aiitio with TNI MOOiUMrr or thi« oounTRY yrKL Ul BY CXAMMINO TMIS MAN THAT TH<

-

matter what the ailment

A

be,

rheumatism, neuralgia, lameness, asthma,

Gossamere

lull line of Dress Goods, Ladies’

Etc. Boots and Shoes

bronebits— if other treatment have failed
—hope on! go at once for Thomas’ Eclectric Oil. It will secure you immediate

Circles,

in great variety.

relief.

Kaking a

timbered land for sale ; also a farm of
man who wants a good farm here is a chance.

Over 600 acres of

Baiie.

160 acres,

John Hays, Credit, P. O., says th»t for

first-class

for a

nine months he could not raise his hand

to his head through lameness in
tric Oil he

HARRINGTON,

the

E. J.

shoulder, but by the use of Thomas’ Eclec-

was entirelycured.

h

Incredible.

o

l

x,

a.

u, imiich:.

ssr

P. A. Scratch, druggist, Ruthven, Ont.,
writes: "I have the greatest confidencein

TO

your Burdock Blood Bitters. In one case
with which I

am

personallyacquainted
tion of its lino, connecting the East and the West
by the shortest route,and carrying passeneers,
without change of cars, betwotn Chicago and Kansas City, Conneil Bluffs, Leavenworth.Atchison,
Minneapolis and St. Paul. It connects in Union
Depots with all the pnnoipal lines of road between
the Atlantia and the Paoiflo Oceans. Ita equipment is unrivaled and magnificent,being composed
of Most Comfortable and Beautiful Day Coaches,
MaKuifloent Horton Boolinlng Chair Oars, Pullman*! Prettiest Palace Sleeping Cara, and the Best
Line of Dining Cars In the World. Three Trains
between Chicago and Missouri River Points. Two
Trains between Chicago and Minneapolisand St.
Paul, via the Famous

their success was almost incredible.One
lady told me that half

a

bolttle did her

more good than hundreds of dollars worth

of medicine she had previously taken.
Price $1.0J.
• Quick and Sure.

Many

miserable people drag themselves

e. has recently been opened between Richmond,
Norfolk,Newport News, Chattanooga, Atlanta,Augusta, Nashville.Louisville. Lexington, Cincinnati,
Indianapolis and Lafayette,and Omaha, Minneapolis and St. Paul and Intermediate points.
All Through Passengers Travel on Fast Express
Trains.
Tickets far salt at all principal Ticket Omoeein
the United Btatee end Canada.
Baggage checked through and rates of fere always as lowoa competitors that offer leeaadvantogea.
For detailedInformation,got the Mapa and Folders of the

ke

using Parker’s Ginger Tonic

commencing with

and

vitality -and strength

quickly and surely

coming back to them.

the first dose,

The Highest Bank.

.

Made from harmless materials, and

»

Mh

hair, Parker’s Hair Balaam has taken the

rank as an elegant and.

B. WYNHOFF,

Specllc Meilcioe.
It 1? a positive cure for Spermatorrhoea. Seminal
Weakness. Impoteucy, and all diseases resulting
from Self-Abusj, as Mental Anxiety, Loss ol Memory. Fains in
Back or Side
and diseases
that lead to

SUCCESSOR TO

M. Huizenga & Go,
EIGHTH STREET-

reliable

SnecificMedi
cine is being

used with

We

.....

get full particulars.
Specific,|1 per package, or six packsce.
Address all orders to
J. B. SIMPSON MEDICINE CO..
Buffalo.N.Y.
Sold in Holland by D. R. Mkenos.
51-ly.

Price,
for $5.

your nearest Ticket Offloe, or address
R.
E. 8T. JJHN,

CABLE,
pr.

Vlee-Pre*.a (Jenl k

Oen

l

Tkt. * Pas*. Aft.

- QENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,

PRINCIPAUUNE Notions,
And

CHICAGO

all

points In

Etc., Etc., which

line to St. Joaep

Kan^^VsSon,

Dallas.

Arizona,

Magnetic medicine is an unfailing food
for the Brain and Nerve, and by its rejuvenating effect on these organs never
falls to cure nervous exhaustion and all
weaknesses of the generative organs.
See advertisement in another column
Sold in Holland by Heber Walsh. HMw.

uto

AZmODJ,

&

Go.

HIHUTXCTTTBZH

superior for

FL0V(B AfiQ FEEQ,

Alber

World
travel.
KANSAS CITY
Through

the

Tickets vjiithl^T
CelcbriTfaLine fo

Jc&T received a full stock of Lace,

of

G.

requiring a complete tonic; especially Indigestion,Dyspepsia, Intermittent Fevers, Want of Appetite,
Loss of Strength, Lock of Energy,
etc. Enriches the blood, strengthens the muscles, and gives new
life to the nerves. Acts like a
charm on the digestive organa,
removing all dyspeptic symptoms,
such as tasting the food, Belching,
Heat In the Stomach, Heartburn,

Goods. Ladies please call
and examine. I have lately taken the
Spring Dress

agency for the celebrated Jamestown
Worsted Dress Goods, which have never
before been kept in this City, and have re-

Ladles

summer

them. A

full line of

skirts ranging in price

from 50 cents to $3.

ty-tf.

D.

BERTSCH.

etc. The only Iron Preparation
that will not blacken the teeth or
give headache. Sold by all Drag-

Out! Stamps!
No

BROWN CHEMICAL

power, but simply a small quantity of
oar “Hercalus Powder” connected with
feet of fuse

T. J

ygy For Descriptive Catalogue and Priot
address

AULTMAN, MILLER &

C0.f

IP.

Wilxns,

and one match and

BEWARE

Howard
us iu our assertion.We will
to clean your stump patch iu a

81—

Mouk

K.

new

striped Morie Antique silks and a full line
of ladies fancy dress goods at

VAN PUTTEN

at

& SONS.

Gentlemen looking for the new

styles

TLOBISTON

in Hats, Straw or Felt, w||l find the

same

COLGGE

D.

BERTSCH.

An .naliluly frv
i* witk
laottog

latest styles of straw

and

felt

It la a pod th e and efltctnal remedy for all Nervous Diseases in every stage of life— young or old,
male or female. Such as Impoteucy.Prosti?tion,
loss of Strength loss of Vitality. Defective Memory, Impaired Brain Power, and diseases from
which an unnatural waste of life seringa, all o
which cannot fail to undermine the whole system
Every organ Is weakened, every power prostrated,
and many forms of disease are generatedwhich,
If not checked, pave the way to an earlv death. It
rejuvenates age and relnvlgoratesyouth.
Each package containssufficientfor two weeks
treatment, write for pamphlet, which will be
sent free, with fall particulars.
Sold by alt Druggists at fiO cents a package, or
twelve packagesfor $5.00, Will be sent free by
mall on receipt of money, by addrrssine

WEBB'S ECLECTRIC MEDICINE CO..
A Core

Guaranteed. Buffalo.N.Y.

hats—

PARKER’S

Oscar Wilde included— silk wipes and a
ful! line of gents furnishing

G.

goods at

Aa lnviHritiiifNedldM tat Nmr litoxlcatn
Thiideliciou*combination of Ginger. Btlchu,
Mandrake, Sullingia. and many other of the best
vegetableremedies known, cures all disorders of
the bowels,stomach,liver, kidneys and lungs,

A complete lin& of parasols, all grades,
lost opened, Ladies wishing to buy will

do

kk
Citt Cm IM.

well to inspect our stock before purchasing

D.

We

have the

Damack

finest line

BERTSCH.

tke Parker s
i
any disease or infirmity, take
Ginger Tonic. It will strengthenbeam sad body
and give you new life and vigor.
sis. age or

lOO 2DOXaXaA.H8

of Woolen and

table coven in this City.

Wik

Tbt Bttl ud timt Coifh
If you are suffering from Female Complaints
Co<
ism Dyspep!
Nervousness,'Vakefuloess, Rheumatism
.

elsewhere.

Paid for anythtngtnjuriota
found In Ginger Tonic

Come

or for a failureto help dr cure.

and

see.

o.

m

pums

&

sons.

I

No. 1CB Main Street. Buffalo,N. Y.
Hollai dby Heber
32-ly

Walsh.

FLIEMAN,

Offers his sno* rlor

m

anybody sells them
they are a

In

tb wagons Jurt as cheap
Zetland, and cl Jims that

in

every

way

Meengs.

The undersigneddesires to

call

the attention of

tho people of Holland and vicinityto the fact that
he has purchasedthe '

Gall

andExamine.

Also keeps on hand a

line

of

First

Ward Grocery House

COR.

AUNT ID

EIGHT A FISH STREETS,

and la prepared to serve the public with every
thing that pertains to a first-class

Open and Top

Buggies,

And a nice assortment of Cutters lor Farmers
and Tradesmen are on the way coming.

ALSO AGENT FOR

GROCERY

Store

62-ly

BATH PUTFORM SPRING WAGON

"

GINGER TONIC

VAN PUTTEN &SOSTS.

In

FROM

as

Bold In Holland by D. R.

,Thk

Taking.

Our popular wagon manufacturer

Betterwagon

KANTER8 & SONS,

KM:"*

dressing THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.
For Sale

J.

w

hard-

IEF0RE TAIIU

tude. Pain In the Back, Dimness of Vision, Premature Old Age, and many other Diseases that
lead to Insanity or Consumptionand a Premature Grave.
KTFull particulars In our pamphlet, which we
desire to send free by mail to every one. The
Specific MedicineIs sold by all drug; 1st at $1 per
package, or six packages for $5, or will be sent
free by mail on receipt of the money, by ad-

tiMmos

OF IMITATIONS.

Antique in Colors and plain and

G.

the chance
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digging, no backache, no horse-
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Try

BROWN’S IRON BITTERS are
a certain cure for all diseases

Just received,a large assortment of

ceived a full line of

Holland, Sept. 22,
and you

Canada.

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

heretofore.
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(he U. S. and
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and see cur New Goods.
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All kinds of Job Work done in
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DRY GOODS,

wonderfnlsuccess.
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highest
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when by

NERVOUS SUFFERERS.

WORKS.
WALL PAPER. H-tf
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FLIEMAN,
Holland, Mich

We have received a large assortmentof
Wall Paper such as

GILTS,
DA
SATINS, CENTRES,
FLATb, CORNERS,

Butter & Eggs always
on hand.

$500 REWARD.

DO’S,

WE will pay the above reward for any case of
Liver Complaint,Dyspepsia,Sick Headache,Indigestion, Constipationor Costlvenesswe cannot
Don’t forget the place l$o. 199, Eighth street,
enre with West’s Vegetable Liver Pills, when the
directions are strictly complied with. They are cor. Fish.
and
F. DEN UTL.
purely Vegetable, and never fall to give satisfaction. Sugar Coated. Large boxes, containiug 80
Also the finest assortment of
Hocland, Mich., Aprim,
12-ly.
Pills,85 cents. For sale by all Druggists.Boever Introducedinto this city, and a full 'Ware
of counterfeitsand Imitations.The genuine
line of
all sold at the lowest manufactured only by
C. WEST & CU,
'•The Pill Makers," 181 & 183 W. Madison St..
prices. Please call and see
Chicago. Free trial package sent by mall pie& CO.
paid on receipt of a 3 cent
33-fj
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